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Pi Beta Phi's Take First in .links Me~t

DAILY LOBO

SPORTSl. .

, . Th«) Wome)l,'s Recreational Coun.
., cil's intramural go\f matches and
,,
contests held last Thursday and
(,
...
Friday. turned in winners for the
PAUL SHODAL, Editor
' nine-hole, putting, and driving con'- tests. Fpur sororities and the·lnde. pendents were represented.
The Pi Beta Phi's topped the list
with l!ilven places in the peginner,
intermediate, and advanceli d~vi
sions. Alpha Delta Pi ran second
with five places. ·Kappa Kappa
Gamma's entry, Sandy Eggert,
placed second in the intermediate
Sigma Chi, winner of the fraIntramural basketball continued driving contest. Sally Trangmar,
ternity championship, and the Jer- Monday night with the Civil Engi~ Alpha Chi Omega, took first place
boan. Athletic club, independent neers beating the Rockbusters, 21 ~n the beginners' division, playing
winner, will play at 3 :30., this after- to 10. Bob Charlton, with six points, the nine-hole match. ·
noon for the all-university cham- was high man for the Engineers. In
Winners in the putting contest
pionship. Two singles matches and the second game, the Crusaders were beginners Ann MeN amara,
one doubles match will be played, squeezed past the Rockets by the. Independent; Jackie Perldnson, Pi
The winner of at least two of the score of 30 to 24. Fred Watson Beta Phi; Tommy Thompson, Pi
matches will become the all-U again was the big man for the Cru- Beta Phi; and Gee-Gee Hubbard,
champion. Each match will be the saders, sinkh:1g fiye baskets,
Alpha Delta Pi.
·
best two out of three ·sets.
Ahead all the way, Delta Sigma
Intermediates Marvey · Jones, Pi
Backers of both organizations are Phi beat Kappa Alpha, 22 to 13. M. Beta Phi; Georgia Oa!;t, Independexpected to be on haJld at the Uni- H. Anderson was high man for the ent; and advanced contestant Rita
versity eourts to urge their favor~ victors with six points.
Cummins, Alpha Chi Omega.
ites on.
In the final gaJlle of the evening,
Winners in the driving contest
The Sigs. advanced to this point Kappa Sigma won a hard fought
in the tournament last year and contest from Pi Kappa Alpha, 16 to
were beav;y> favorites to quickly dis- 14. Bob Cummis seored eight points,
pose of the Civ.il Engineers, but the sparking Kappa Sigma to another
CE boys prevailed in two matches ·victory.
to cop the crown.
by
This year's J erboan team is noted'
for its steady play and the Sigs
Connie Alexander
will have to be bitting the ball well
to put down the challenge of the
athletic clubbers.
Name: Gerry Lovett (Luv' it)
Position: Guard
K Sigs Defeat Phi Delts
Weight: 205
Commenting on the article, "Who
Height:
6'11
51-0 in Pledge Ball Game Teaches
the Teachers," in Life
Hometown: Belen, New Mexico
The pledges of Kappa Sigma de- Magazine's special issue on educafeated the pledges of Phi Delta tion, Dean S. P. Nanninga stated,
Hailing from the same city as
Theta in a flag football game last "Teachers are being trained better Manny
Orosco, Gerry Lovett is a
Sunday by a score of 61-0. The Phi today than ever before."
one-year
letterman with UNM. A
Delt pledges were overpowered by
Nanninga believes that the. great- 20-year-old
senior, he is matricuthe hard-charging line and the fast- est challenge in today's schools is,
in the College of Business
moving backfield of the Kappa Sigs. "Training teachers to cope with the lating
Gerry played two
The Kappa Sigs gained a three problem .of training future citizens Administration.
years
for
the
New
Mexico 'Military
touchdown lead in the first quarter, in the American way of life, and to Institute Broncos after
seeing two
but were held to only five TD's in train them to appreciate the Ameri~ years of action with the
Belen
the remaining three quarters. can form of government.
Eagles.
Scoring for the Kappa Sigs was
Nanninga also stated that he
Lovett bas been called on many
divided among six players: Nor- realized that the teaching 11rogram
mon Nuckolls, Bill Schooley, Pat was not perfect in its traming of times by Lobo coaches during his
Christensen, Jerry Russell, Bob teachers; however, this training has year and a half at the Hilltop in·
~emmel, and Bob Morgan. Three
been growing and improving for stitution.
Gerry's jersey number is 62.
extra points were kicked for the decades. This is especially true in
Kappa Sigs by Bob Morgan.
New Mexico.
Comparing New Mexico to other
Big AI Hubinger, transfer from states, Nanninga said, "New Mex- Gem Club Has Meet
Boise Junior College, should help ico may not rank with a number of
The Albuquerque Gem and Minthe UNM court team a great deal other states, but New Mexico has eral
club will meet'tonight in Ad.
this season. AI, a "little fellow," made progress in every aspect in 203 at
8. All students are invited
is 6''7".
·
the field of education. To back this to attend.
statement, Nanninga stated, "The
illiterate rate bas been' reduced in
this' state more than any other state
Classifieds
Leon Blevins, ex-Arizona ace and
in
recent years."
The LOBO carrieo classified advertlolng
a
thorn
in the side of the Clements
in each Thursday paper. Ratca: 6c per
crew for three seasons, begins play
wo:rd or a min .. of 60e _per ad; 25e extra
for blind address ads. Ads must be In our
week with the Indianapolis
Band Holds Sandia Picnic next
hands by 6 p. m. Tuesday of the week
Olympians
in the pro league.
theY are to nppeer. Ads will not be accept;.
Bob Cooper and Jim Thompson
ed b::t _telephone and payment· on all classi·
were hos.ts to a band picnic Sunday
fied ads must b_e made in advance. Mail ad
at Ellis ranch on the Sandia rim
and payment to Associated Stodenta Of·
fleet University of New Mexico. The LOBO
drive. Mr. and Mrs.·Robert E. Dahis not liable for mistakes except to the
nert were chaperones.
amount of the ad. The Lobo reserves the

Sigs to Play Jerboans CE's Defeat 'Busters
Fpr IM T~nnis. Crown ln_Monday :Cage Play

w·oLFACTS

N. M. ~as Progressed
In Educational Field

:right to properly edit and classify an ado
and to Ye£use any or aU advertising..

I

For Sale

[

Young Man's Tuxedo. GooCI Condition.
medium size, $39.60. Tux: Shirt $4.60. Jack
Markle, 205 N. Pearce.

SANDIA PRINTING
For all kinds of printing for
Sororities and Fraternities
111-B S. Cornell
Phone 2-4672
Merle J. Furry, Owner

-

· Lettermen to Meet
There will be a meeting of the
Lettermen's club in the Science
lecture hall at 8 tonight. Movies
will be shown of last year's sports
highlights. Homecoming plans will
be discussed also. All lettermen are
urged to attend.

Pill Men Get Sweaters

Warner-Woods

i •

Bring your clothes iii today
and have them cleaned and
pressed. Reliable service at
reasonable prices.
DYEING
nESTYLtNG

NOTICE
I

UNIVERSITY
CLEANERS
Pick up and Delivery Service
1800 E. Central Phone 6553
Across front Campus
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3,

Raymond N. Castle, associate
professor of pharmaceutical chemistry, has receive_ d a renewal of $1,'700 to continue work under the Upjohn research. grant for the year.
Dr. Castle announces that David
B. Cox, UNM graduate student, has
been appointed research fellow in
chemistry to work under hfs direction on a project dealing with synthetic heterocyclic compounds.

Ann Jackson, Alpha Delta Pi,was elected queen of UNM's
Silver Anniversary Homecoming eelel;>ration Wednesday in
student body elections. Rita Deanin, Hokona-Ma;rron, and.
Nadyne Nave, Chi Omega, were selected as her attendants.
Miss Jackson and her attendants will. be officially crowned af·
-----~-....,.---- 7 p. in. tonight by Student.
Body President Joe Passaretti·
Poperoy We comes at coronation ceremonies in.

.

DRIVE-IN
3723 E. Central
7624 E. Central

RfCHARDSON'S
ROOTBEER
A TASTE-TEMPTING
A BEVERAGE DELWHT
...

.

'

i

'I

I

I

Carlysle gym. Other candidates fo:t:.
will form Miss_ Jackson'S;
1 queencourt: Lee Arnett, Martan Benton,,
Eleanor Gaynor, Elaine. ·Jacksoxr;
·
Welcome to all University of
Anne Richardson, and Carol WiiNew Mexico alumni!
kins.
·"'
The students, faculty, reAs an added feature to this year1s·
gents, and officials of the Alum·
co:t,onation, Mortar Board, sponsor•,
ni Association .have· made ex·
ing the selection and coronation ot:
tensive plans for your return to
the queen, has obtained a ten-foot"
the campus. The floats, - the
robe of royal red 'lined with gref'
house decorations, the luminar•
satin for Miss Jackson to· wea'f'
ios on university buildings, as
while she is Homecoming 1950's
well as all of the entertainment
qu·een.
...,.
features, represent the combin. ,The queen and her attendant.!!
ed efforU!«of,n large number of . , wlil rule over the two-day hc;~lidax
persons connected with the Unistarting tonight at the bonfire arid'
versity. Their enthusiasm for
pep· rally to be held east of the
these activities demonstrates a
cnmpus on Central ave. 'immediw
genuine spirit of welcome for
ately after the coronation.
""
your homecoming.
; Tomorrow morning they will.rida
We are happy to be your
at the 'bead of the annual Homecoming parade with its four bands
hosts, and we hope your visit
. will be a grand success.
and 34 floats. Miss Jackson and bel"
Tom. L. Popejoy, President
party will reign at the Arizona-New
Mexico football game tomorrow afternoon and will be introduced to
Spectators· at halftime.
·
She will -again be·introduced tonight during the intermisHomecoming Schedule morrow
sion. of the Homecoming d·ance at
L.a Loma ballroom. ·
=
Friday
Total vote in W!l.dnesday~s elec,.
6:45 p.m. Jud~ng of House
tion was 1401, only a few less than
Decorations
in last year's Homecoming queen
. '7 :00 p. m. Coronation of the
election. The figure was more than;
Homecoming Queen in the
200 above the 1169 who voted iii
.
Gym
last
month's class officer elections.
'7 :30 p.m. Bonfire and Pep RalThe close election :found the
ly on Central at the Southwest
queen and her two attendants netcorner of the Golf Course
ting 232, 229, and 188 votes respec9 :30 to 12 p.m. Student-Alumtively,
Bevo Grenko, coronation
ni Record Dance in the SUB
chairman, reported. .
Saturday
9 :45 a, m. Parade down Central from the Campus to
WEATHER
Eight\} St.
.
1:30 p.m. Arizona vs. New
Mexico at.Zimmerman Field
The weather man promised goOli
6:00 p.m. Open House at all
weather for Homecoming today. It
Campus Organizations
will be fair tonight nnd tomorroW'i
9 p. m. to 1 a. m. Homecoming
getting a little colder tonight and
Dance at La Lorna Ballroom.
warmer tomorrow. High tempera~
tut·e
will be (!0,
,
. lqw tonight,. 35. --

Returning U Alumn·

69c and 79c
Served from
11 a. m. to 9 p. m.
MEET ME AT THE LOBO

Lobo Drive-In
2900 E. Central

A delicious treat
A Hamburger feat

.._.

Deanin and ·Nave
Are AttendantS

Complete Dinners
for

Superburgers

',,

uee·n

nn

No Better Deal
, Anywhere!

/

.

'

' bers.

Castle and Cox Benefit
From Research Grant

.. "

''Jili.

A student body open house will
be sponsored by the Newman club
after the Homecoming game Saturday. Refreshments will be served.

The first round must be played by
Monday; the second round by Sunday, Nov. 12; the third round by
Saturday, Nov. 18. The semi-finals
must be played by Wednesday, Nov.
22, and the finals by Sunday, the
26th.

-..,:

, '·r··

IM Golfing Playoff
Will Start Monday After-game Party Is Set
The names of the 32 men who

qualified for the Intramural golf
playoffs are listed and paired off on
• the south wall of the University
Club House. Players who qualified
please check and leave phone num-

';;W-

20. P.~,g ~.~. .,. . . ,....,. . . .:.: '
Largest Issue ·1;,. 52...Years
,, '·

'"

'

YOL. LIII

Issue

.

DAILY

New· Book· on Poetryj
·Edited by Professors·

Get Your Clothes
CLEANED
N-0-W

For the Best ill Portraits
The second meeting of the Intramural council, originally .scheduled
1804 E. Central
·to meet last night, has been
.__ _ _ _ _"""'_ _ _ _ _ __, .'changed to tonight at '7:30, room '7
of the gym, John Dolzadelli, intra•
mural director, announced today.
The change of date is due to the
conflict with. basketball games
scheduled for Wednesday night.

Students .· registered at the
Kirtland field precinct ntust vote
there. during the Nov. 7 general
election, even though the)' no
longer _live in dorm area at the
field. ThllSe wishing ri'des to the
precinct. may get them by call•
mg 5·6613 or 5·6663 on election
day.

'

were beginners· Sally 'Ttangmar; ·
Tommy Thompson; and Jackie Per•
kinson.
·
. By BILL GOSNELL
Intermediates wel.'e Marvey Jones
and Sandy Eggert, Rita Cummins
. was winnel' ill the advanced class.·
· · In the Nine.hole contest winners
Coach Ralph Bowyer of the
were )leginner Sally Trangmar arid Carlsbad Cavemen llBYS a report
intermediates Ma:rvey Jones and that his team is a sure thbtg for
Sandy Eggert,
.
first place or a tie for first is "pre.matl!re,'j . He said he expects to
encounter difficulty in his Nov. 17
tilt. with Artesia-and losing that
game could throw his team out of
the title race.
The odds, however, still favor
Carlsbad in the game with Artesia.
The Carlsbad Cavemen have
Professors George Arms and Jospractically
walked off with unofficial
eph Kuntz of the English departA football championship. Unment are the editors of "Poetry Ex- class
plication," a bibliography of criti- official because at the end ·o.f the
season they recount the championcism to be published Nov. 15.
ship points on- the basis of the
Subtitled "A Checklist of Inter- teams
at that time. Carlspretation since 1925 of British and bad,,asstanding
with
the
of the team~,
American Poems Past. ·and Pres- will receive the rest
points
from each
ent," the book is a directory to the team played that they hold
at the
characterizaticn and central accom- end
of
the
season.
This,
however,
plishment of modern criticism and will not affect the Cavemen's standis intended for teachers, students, ing,
the only item of effort remainand reade1·s of poetry. It is a di- ing for
Carlsbad is Artesia .. These
rectory to "The New Criticism" two strong
meet Nov. 1'7 in
available in contemporary books Carlsbad andteams
the
Cavemen
the
and magazines of the last quarter edge. Carlsbad meets Santahave
Fe
this
century.
·
week in Santa Fe.
Professor Arms is a founder and
The prep-game of the week is the
co-editor of "The Explicator," ape- battle
of the Bulldogs in Albuquerriodical devoted to this new critical que. Rudy
Camunez' Las Cruces
method. He is also associate editor Bulldogs,. beaten
by the mighty
of "The New Mexico Quarterly," Artesia Bulldogs,only
tangle
the twice
and a member of the advisory board beaten Albuquerque Bulldogs.
of · "College English." Professor
In class B the Hurley Indians
Kuntz is · a contributing editor of
"Explicator Checklist" and a con- practically have the championship.
tributing bibliographer of the Mod- They have won six straight conference games.
ern Humanities Association.
In class C, Ruidoso and MounThe book will be published by the
Swallow Press and William Morrow tainair are tied for first place but
Mountainair has finished their con·
and Company, New York.
ference play, while Ruidoso has one
more game.
Ruidoso could take the lead by
downing Capitan this week.

This is Bill McLaughlin, whose
biography was in yesterday's Wolfacts.

Intramural Council Meet
Scheduled for Tonight

·

.

BOB'S

Sara D. Mitchum Speaks
A USCF supper tonight will be
the. stage for a report on the SCA
regional conference that was held
in Las Cruces last week. Sara Dawn
Mitchum will speak at 6:15.

{

SWIFT'S ICE CREAM

The College of Pharmacy seniors
are getting 11weaters. This is t\ new
tradition being started this ye11r by
the college. The sweater ·colors
haven't been decided on yet.

tt. ·~il~er Anniversary 1-lomecOmi_ng

Thursday,' Nqvember 2, 1950
Page .:Four

Gollers Tee 011 •••

I

Revamped Lobos,
Point fo.r Arizona
By· P.aul Shodal
One of the oldest and bitterest
rivalries in the Southwest wiii be
:renewed for the 33rd time tomot'l'OW
a:t'tetnoon when the New Mexico
,Lobos and the. Arizopa Wildcats
·tangle at Zimmt'n•man stadium.
In a series that began in 1908,
the Arizona team has managed to
beat the Lotios 21 times while bowing sevett. Four gamM have been
, tied.
Tomot•row's game .will follow a.
familiar, pattern as the men ftom
the land of sun and sand will be
in the favorites' roll. Past. performances 0 mean little when these ancient rivals get togethet·, and despite Arizona's overwhelming n\a•
jol'i.ty in the won-loss column, most
of the games have been as close
as this morning's shave. ·
This year, the Lobos will be the
underdog in 'no uncet'tllili 'terms,
due mainly to a atop of injuries
that would make nil average size
infirmary split at the seams. Coach
Dudley S. DeGroot,. of the New
Mexicans, }las shifted his starting
lineup in dt•astic fashion. A former
back will, take a ~unrd spot, a right

tackle will switch to left, an end
may take up a line-backing post on
defense and a former guard may be
seen in the starting lineup as a
center.
.·
.
Last week the Lobos fell to unl
defeated, untied Wyoming, 44-0
'while in the .same Rocky Mountain
at•ea, Arizori!i was,,wnipping 'Denver
University, 19-14.
Back in action this week will be
Chuck Hill and Milton Price, offensive . mainsta;y>s of the Lobos,
who were shalcen badly earl;y> in
the Wyoming game and never retui'l\ed to the scene. While the good
docto1· of New Mexico football was
hurt•ying to get a starting lineup,
head man Bob Winslow of Arizona
was fi11ding it hard to choose among
a raft of good backs. Behind the
starting backfield, he can call on
such .stalwarts as Oscar Cat·t·illol
Bruce MeCauley1 the thrower, Frea
Batiste, fleet i·urtner and other!!. It
is largely on the basis of this re•
serve strength that Arizona is in•
stalled as favorites tomol'l'ow.
The "T" minded Wildcats run
from ,six vnt•iations with Ed Miller
(Continued on pag() 8)

Capsule to Be Buried
Tomorow Until ,197&
By Ellen J. Hill
Students at UNM in 1975 will
have a good idea what went on at
the Univet·sity's silver. anniversary
Homecoming when ·they dig up the
time capsule to be'buiied tomorrow
during the half-time between the
Lobo and Wildcat game.
. .·
Besides the pictures of the old
and new- UNM buildings and landmarks, pictures of fraternity and
sot·o1•ity houses, clubs, and this is•
sue of the Daily Lobo,~ the time
capsule will also contaln pic;j;ures of
the 1950 Hom!)coming ·.,queen and
her· court, float and nouse decol'lltion winners, and the Mirage cover
for 1950-51. The score of the LoboWildcat game will be painted on the
side of the capsule.
UNM Presii'lent Tom Popejoy,
Student Body President Joe P.aS•
saretti and Jim Woodman will finish se;:~ling the time capsule at halftime. A guard from the Navy unit
will keep a close watch. :Floyd Darrow donated the capsule to the University.
The followittg week a safe and
final r~sting pla,ce for the time capsule will be dec1ded upon and there
it will remain until UNM's 1975
golden anniversary. At that time
invitations will be extended to President Tom Pope,jO;y>, Joe Passaretti
and Jim Woodman to t•eturn to the
campus for reopening of the time
capsule.
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Rita Deartin

Nadyne Nave
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:Band, Drill Squad, Floats
~ro ·Be l-lalftime· ·Features
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NM-Men
to Sell Apples
Members ofthe UNM Lettenm!ns
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h~ve

secured the
'" contract for the in. . stallation of all the,
I?
~ plumbing Jn the
new .classroom
·building.

Young men and men who stay
young wear brands they know
from
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"I seek the support of New Mexico's
voters in this campaign on the basis
of my lifelong interest in the future of
our state, I haye been fortunate
enough to gain a broad understanding
of New Mexico's needs and potentialities. I sincerely believe that my knowledge of the state and my experience in
the service of its people will enable me
to make you a good Governor."
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In Government .... As in Business or the Professions
There Is no Substitute for ·Experience

I
I
I

I
!

JOHN E. MILES will' bring the experience of more
than a quarter of a century in government to his job
as Governor. He has more personal friends among
the people of New Mexico-people in every walk of
life, and in every section of the state-than any
other man in public life. Thus his knowledge of
New Mexico is a personal111atter, augmented by the
facts and figures to which he has long had ready
access.

A~ ~(

~
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•

:.~
•

EXCLUSIVELY AT. ••

four years as State Land Commissioner and has been
a member of Congress for the past two years.
John E. Miles is credited with having accomplished
more for the people of New Mexico than any other
public official during the past 20 years.

Born in Tennessee, he has lived in New Mexico 44
years.

He has been active in the advancement of our public
schools and colleges, our highways and our public
health services. Under his direction, revenues from
the state lands to the schools and state institutions
increased almost 50 per cent in four years.

He has come up the hard way, from homesteading
in Q1,1ay County in 1906 to election as the State's
chief executive in 1938 and 1940. ae later served

The custom for which he is perhaps best known is his
policy of always being "in" to every person who calls
on him, regardless of his ppblic position.

YOU CAN HELP----REMIND FRIENDS TO
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Paid Political Advertisement
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.MEN'S SHOP
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Uptown: NOB HILL CENTER
Downtown: CENTRAL at THIRD

VOTE FOR THE FUTURE' •••
VOTE FOR JOHN E. MILES

JOHN E. MILES.
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LEE e KNOX
STETSON
INTERWOVEN
LEVI STRAUSS'
McGREGOR
LORD JEFF

HiCKEY- FREEMAN
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
DUNBAR· KEITH
ARROW
VAN HEUSEN
HATHAWAY
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Rupert
Plumbing. & · Heating Co.
1835 Campus Blvd.

--- ---·----- _____ .,_._... ____
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Our Ties are TOPS fer POPS
Seniors!
Grads and
Ol.d Grads!
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From $59.50
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Makers of Fine Candies, for Week-end Parties
Mints - Peanut Brittle
lllA So. Cornell
Phone 2·9647
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The BIG FOUR"

Freshmen!
Sophomores!
Juniors!

=~-:.-·

1

Big Pep Rally Tonight
To Follow Coronation

GOOD
- LUCK
LOB OS

:...:.·::.:..:.:::.::·

- · :··~~~~d~a:r:t!:~1i:; ~ltt ~~~lo~~~

WELCO.ME BACK -- GRADS

~
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club will peddle ca,ndy apples during the Homecoming ps.rade and
football game tomorrow. At thll

By John Hubbs
Spindler, Don De Vere, :aetty ~ue
, ·. .
One
of
the
finest
aml
largest
Ross,
and
Jean
Troxel,
Chainnan,
Don't
forget
Sadie
Hawkins
day,
""'
By Lionel Linder
Dahnert said. He added that new
Homecoming
parades
in
the
history
of
the
committee
is
Eddie
Driscoll.
Nov.
10.
white
gloves
have
been
received
for
·"'' Numerous events will constitute
of UNM will roll and march down
the e:lCtra game activities at .the this Homecoming perfonnance.
Maneuvers by th~ NROTC drill Central Avenue tomorrow morning.
Homecoming game between the
cLobos and the Arizona Wildcats at squad will be executed the first four The parade begins at Quivira Av·
minutes of half time, Master Ser- enue at 9 :30 a. m. and ends at
,:2 p. m. tomorrow.
Eighth Street. From the balcony
"'' The UNM band perfonnance, a getmt H, B. Guice, director, has an- of
the Franciscan Hotel, judges will
nounced.
Midshipman
J.
T.
Lewis
.,parade of floats, the NROTC drill
review
the parade.
is
in
charge
of
the
24-man
squad,
jlqtiad, presentation of the queen,
.
.
Guice
added.
.
Expected
to take part are. twelve
the sealing o:f the time capsule, and
i
Two of the maneuvers will be the decorated convertibles, 34 floats, the
the card stunts will comprise the
"Marching
Manual"
and
"To
the
midshipmen
and
cadets
of
the
N.a.
'festivities,_
·Winds;" Guice said, "The lioys have· val and Air Force ROTC units ~>itu
":.• Joe Passaretti, student body pres- been working on the\r free time for , ated
on campus, and four marchident, has announced that pre-game this program."
ing
bands,
including the University
activities will be a parade of :floats
of New Mexico band.
.a,nd the Performance of the UNM
Leading the parade will be Police
·.band.
Chief
Paul Shaver in a white con.. . At 1:30 p. m •. a parade of the six
. vertible, Following will be the fire
·floats · which will have captured
chief's red convertible and another
prizes in the downtown parade toCome In and See
carrying
President Thoma,s L.
·m(lrrow morning will begin a proPopejoy and, it is expected, Govcession around the stadium track.
Thomas J. Mabry. The
UNM's band Will do various
. East .Central ave. motorists to- ernor
11
Homecoming
and her two atstunts in their perfonnance at" 1:45 mght Will haye a pep rally bonfire tendants. will.queen
follow
-in
a.
Cadillac
·-· .
. ..... -.
p~ m., Robert E. Dahnert, band dito attract their eyes .to the usually
rector, has announced.
- montonous field bestde the UNM convertible.
The parade will make up at three
· At half time the NR.OTC drill golf course.
.
Suits and Topcoats
squad will execute maneuvers for
A:!ter the coronation of the H9t!!e- locations, at 8:30 a. m.: Floats in
•.
front
of
the
Men's
New
Donnitory;
:four minutes. Then the band will commg queen, qovernor Thomas J.
,form a large .u while the q\leen is !lfabr:y and Pres1dent Tom L. Pope- the convertibles on Villagra Ave- ·
being presented to the audience in JOY Will lead .a parade o~ foot to. the nue and the bands on North Amo.
the west stands- Passaretti stated. lot across from Baca. s. MeXIcan
The 34 organizations entering
~- Gov. Thomas 'J. Mambry, Presi- K!tchen. Th\l band and cheerleaders floats On order they will appear .in
dent Tom L. Popejoy, Judge Sam G. Will also be mcluded. .
the parade) are: De Anza Club,
·Bratton, president of the board of
S~dents and alumm are to l.ea':e
a color guard-from the NROTC and
regents, Bill Hall, alumni director, Carlisle gym at ~he corona.t10n s AFROTC, Pi Kappa Alpha, Delta
apd President Passaretti will a.c- · close and marc~ m the parade . Sigma Phi, -Baptist Student Union,
company the queen in two converti- southV~;ard on Villa~ra to Central. American Pharmaceutical Associables to the student ,sections in the From there they Will move to the tion, N e'IVlllan Club, Phi Kappa Tau,,
east stands. .
field.
. .
.
National Society of Petroleum
This group will begin the dedicaEvery' orga!J!Za.tion IS to .have Engineers.
J;ion of the time capsule. The con- torches! supplied .bY ~appa S1gma
Chi Omega, Kappa Alpha Theta,
,;1ainer will be opened in 1975.
fratem1t:y. Org.amzat10ns were as'!t- Delta Sigma Pi, Rockets Athletic
President Popejoy will dedicate ed to bnng stick _slogan cards m Club, New Men's Donnitory, Kappa
"'!.e capsule and Passaretti will seal keeping with the theme "Beat the· Alpha, Alpha Delta Pi, Town Club,
"'fl.
'
Wildcats.''
· Hokona - Marron, Kappa Sigma,
The bonfire, songs, and' cheers are Townsmen, Pi Beta Phi, Sigma AlFrom $49.50
• Appropriate card stunts prepared
. by Jimmie. Goldstein, chairman of to make up the rally.
pha Epsilon,
the Student Spirit committee, will
Kappa Kappa _ Gamma, Lobo
,follow the dedication.
Christia,n
Fellowship, Alpha Chi
Sigma
Chi
Lead
IM
Racej
,_Narration of the events for the
Omega,
Tri
Delts, Phi Delta Theta,
audienl!e will be conducted by
Alpha.
Epsilon
Pi, Sigma. Phi EpsiKappa
Sigma
Is
Second
Homecoming co- chainnen. Jim
lon,
Phrateres,
Sigma Chi, Lambda
'Woodman will be in the pressbox
The Sigma Chi's took over first Chi Alpha, Industrial Technical As•and Hank Parkinson will be at the place in the all-University intra• sociation.
·
'
·student microphone.
· mural standing by virtue of their
prizes
will
be
awarded
the
Six
UNM's band will begin their per- all-U tennis championship.
winning
floats.
Three
trophies
each
'fonnance· with the usual pre-game
Kappa. Sigma, always a tough will .be awarded to the men's and .
'fanfare, Dahnert said.
intramural contender, is second. women's
divisions. Prizes will be
After the fanfare the band will The leaders- and their total intramarch to the middle of the field, mural points to date: Sigma. Chi, awarded for the most humorous, the
.where they will play the national 79; Kappa. Sigma, 71%; Phi Delta most attractive, and the best all.
, . "'
,;,~,nthem, he added.
'
Theta, 70; Sigma Alpha Ep$.ilon, aroul)d float,,
''" A Phi 0 members will act as mar~' ··
· ·-The next fonnatioJJ. to be exe- 49; and Pi Kappa Alpha. 48¥.!.
shals to see that all entries are in
cuted will be the "kick off.'' The
their correct positions and on time.
100-piece . bimd will fonn a large
Friday, November. 3, 1950
The committee on float and house
football player and a. football. The
Page Two decorations is composed of Dick
-right leg of the player will move to
set the ball moving, and his body
From $59.50
and anns will move appropriately.
'The player will kick the ball to the
south.
•
~
A salute to the alumni is next on
SIMPLY DIVINE!
the list of band fonnations. The
aggregation will fonn a giant
THAT'S WHAT YOU WILL BE IF YOU GIVE HER
ALUMNI facing west in the center
of the field.
,.
DIVINITY
UNM's Drum Major, John Large,
Win be on hand with his baton twirlfrom
-ing.
_ · _, .
- Finally the band will uncover a
. ~a.rge UNM to honor the school,
·.~

•'
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LG
Bernitsky · Kostenbader
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66

C
Mulkey
50

RG
Lovett
62

LT
Fiib'r
74·

RT
Reynolds
77

LG
Donarski
61
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LE
Pegue
85

100 W. Central Ave.

QB
Morales
11

I"
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Arizona Lineup

New Mexico Lineup ·

LE
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82
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Knapp
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54
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.MARGE HELPER, Editor

UNM APhiD Listed
At Top of' Country
By Last Convention

The_ Word
By Marge Helper
Have You Got The Word l:et?

Delta Tau chapter of Alpha Phi
This is it• At 6:30 tonight the
Omega, national service fraternity, judges
·their round of all the
has been active on the campus of various.start
houses
to select the one that
UNM since 1946. In the last nation- they feel deserves
'the spot of most
al convention this chapter was attention. It should
be noted here
ranked number one in the nation.
the houses are decorated for all
There are over 300 chapters in the that
to see, not just the judges. So take
United States,
some time off from all the float work
·
At Homecoming and Fiesta each and make the rounds of the camp11s.
member volunteers to put up lumi- I am quite sure 'the time won't be
narios. This year they will marshal wasted.
·
.
at the parade help alumni decorate
The
Phi
Delt
pledge
walkout
the
the Hilton Hotel ballroom for their other night was almost a national
dance, and help decorate for the incident (no they didn't shoot Harhomecoming dance.
ry). It seems they took a train trip
Delta Tau members go to the in- to Socorro and the .fellows from
firmary daily to run errands for the Mines weren't too glad to see them.
patients and the staff. They usher I think it will be quite some time
at all football games and started before the boys take off again.
·
the card stunts in 1948.
It never fails to turn cold just
Each year A Phi 0 sponsors at in time for all of us to freeze while
least one project for the benefit of
decorate the floats. If I had my
the camP-us. In 1947 they procured way we would drive our truck in
the ships bell of the USS New Mex- the middle of the Pi Phi living room
ico and put it in the tower of the and work next to the fireplace.
Administration building. In 1947
Many people are here already for
they also helped supply clothing and this hectic weekend and many more
lodging for students whose clothing are coming, let~s make them all feel
was burned in the Kirtland fire.
'at home.
In 1948 they aided the students
This paper is going into the capof Highlands University after their sule to be opened in 1975, that is
fire. An extra project for that ;year if t'nere is anyone here to open it.
was the "Keep Off the Grass" signs · -I considered pulling a sly deal and
which they placed about the cam- getting in the thing myself but it
·
Open houses will be held by near- pus.
wouldn't be fair to those unsuspectly all UNM organizations tomorIn 1949 Alpha Phi Omega made ing future students that will open
row afternoon after the football and pu~ up the signs in front. of it.
game.
the major buildings on ·the campus
I am tired, Van Deusen is tired,
Women from Bandelier, Marron. and the diagrams of the temporary and
so is Futter. In fact, everyone
and Hokona halls will greet visit- buildings on the door of each of the I know
is tired. Are you tired??
ors, and the residents of the D buildings.
If
all
goes well the APhiO's will
dorms will hold open house in the
This
year
they
are
sponsoring
a
all
campus buildings covhave
Dorm D lounge. There will also be Toy dance, the proceeds of which ered withthe
luminarios.
job is a
an open house at the men's new will go to the underprivileged chil- very difficult one andThat
has
little if
dorm.
dren
of
Albuquerque.
Every
year
any
glory
attached
so
the
least
Sororities and fraternities in- they also sponsor an Easter egg can do is tell them we like them.we
eluded on the list of those with the hunt for underprivileged children.
The only way to get work done is
welco~e m!lt_qut:llt their houses are
·officers
are:'
Bob
Colgan,
.presi.
on
a full stomach, so the Pi Phis had
.Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Delta Pi,
Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta, Kap- dent; Jimmie Goldstein, first vice- a spaghetti dinner at their house
pa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa president and project chairman; for some of the hard working felGamma, Pi Beta Phi, Phi Delta and John Zutavern, second vice- lows they know. Result, little work
and loads of fun. Good try anyway.
Theta, Kappa Sigma, Pi Kappa Al- president and social chairman. .
The Thetas had a great deal of
pha, Alpha Epsilon Pi, Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Lambda Chi Alpha.
excitement when'· the pledges held
, Other open houses will be in sestheir meeting in a new location.
sion in the SUB lounges.
From all appear11nces the evening
All students ·and alums are inwas a busy one. I have noted since
vited to each of the receptions • .Refreshments will be served.
then that the pledges have been getting up early.
A pre-game performance at the

we

.·By Shirley Fay
porters were fighting for admission
to the presabox. The Lobo carried
Homecoming celebrates its silver an
article previous to llomecoming
anniversary this year. 1\Venty-five asking
their own staff could
yea1··s ago . this month the first not havewhy
the
of reporting
Homecoming bonfire was 'built )Jy from the box. benefits
.,
1
the freshmen. The cheerleader!! had
The
following
year
the
freshmen
new outfits for the occasion; white
t1·ousers with cherry inserts adQrn· had learned their lesson. The wood
they had collected was watched all
ed with silver lobos. · \
night by 40 fre11hmen guards.
1 In 1927 school spirit reahced an
During the war year!! house deco'all time high with an unscheduled
pajama parade jamming traffic on rations took on a patriotic theme.
Central Avenue. After the parade One house erected Army tanks and
the students, still pajama clad,. held used "Smash 'Em Down Lobos" for
pep i·allies in hotel lo)Jbies to the a slogan. Another house made a
despair of faculty and other stu- large replica of a war bond. The
dents to say nothing of the hotel slogan was. "Here'_s a bond between
us grads." In reference to the OPA,
manager.
another house had a large envelope
House decorations. began in 1928. with
· the letter sticking out.
Decorations consisted of "weird ·''Grads,
there's· no sealing to our
lighting effects.'' A Lobo amiounce~ welcome,"
was the slogan;··
ment said, "Everything is going to
Because
of lack of manpower and
be lit up. This condition is restrictpaper
bags
during the war, lumined to inanimate objects only."
arios
were
limited
to the Adminis. The upper classmen set t.he wood tration building only.
pile ablaze before homecoming in
The election of Homecoming
spite of freshmen guards who
began in the .middle thirties.
queens
· watched the stack all night. The
following day, enraged · freshmen In 1947 came a deadlock. The Greek
candidate and·indeplmdent
dragged the conspirators from their · combine
candidate both received 623 votes
classes. The result: upper classn;ten making both girls queens.
with shaved heads.
The "New 'Mexico' Hymn" was
This same year, 1935, Lobo re- voted on and adopted in 1948. 1

Greek House Frills
Are Rated Tonight

Judging of the house decorations
on the fraternity and sorority
houses around campus will begin
tonight at 6 :,45 p. m.
Two trophies will be awarded, one
for the best-decorated fraternity
house, and one for the best-decorated sorority house.
The winners will be announced
and presentation of the tror,hies
"'ill be made during the half ·time
activities of the Homecoming game,
tomorrow afterroon.

Many Losf Articles
Returned by Police
Sgt. Noel Looney of the University police has reported that over
31>0 lost articles were returned to
the students last semester. He now
has a few lost articles at the police
station. ·
, Sgt. Looney wishes to . remind
students to be careful with their
books as the lost ones are not being turned in to the lost and found,
The lost and found dept. is located
at the campus police station.

day will be a highlight
in the HomeLobo-Wildcat
football
coming
activities
for game
the SaturUNM .
band, Robert E. Dahnert has announced. •
Dahnert has planned three formations for the pre-game show. A
"mobile" football player and a football, a salute to the alumni and
UNM will be the acts.
The majorettes will display a new
routine this week, Dahnert added.
John Large, UNM's drum major,
will be tossing the baton during the
band's performance, Dahnert said.
Large's routine consists in part of
two tricks familiar to Lobo fans,
the "boomerang" and the "pretzel.''
The "boomerang" features a bouncing of the twirling baton on the
ground. The "pretzel" consists of a
display ·of baton trickery with a
contortion of the body.
The band will play at the coronation of the .qU!)en at Carlisle grro
Friday night, in the Homecommg
parade Saturday morning and for
the NROTC maneuvers at half time
of the UNM-AU game, Dahnert
said.
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.GovernQr, A~th.ors, Bankers Are Alums

" UN'M Golf Course
Will Boast 27 Holes
By Next Summer

Sigs ·oefeat Jerboans
In All UTennis Finals
..
'

Friday,. November 3, 1958
Page Seven
Boehman, 6-2, 6-3 in one singles
match. The forehand of Catron's
dominated the play.
Octavio Romero of the Jerboan11·
won th11 first set from Paul Shodal
'of the Sigs in their match! 6-3, but
fell in the deciding sets, 6-2, 6-2 to ·
iee the championship for Sigma Chi.

The University golf cQurse will ',
Yesterday afternoon Sigma Chi
By aob Riddle
lief Organization working in Italy have
one
of
the
largest
and
finest
trounced
the J erboan athletic club
. There_ are many. alul!l~ of lJNM . and Greece, will soon pe directpr pf plants in the Southwest by next three matches
to none and swept
'who have att?oim;d high · positions the UN's Arab relief project.
,summer,
said
Chuc~ Lanier, course
to
the
all-University
intramural
CARL D. BROREIN, '17, now is :manager.
throughout. the · nation, . and the
·
.
championship.
living
in
Tampa,
Fla.
He
is
presiworld. Such figures as .Governor
The co11rse will have 27 holes and
The Sig doubles team of George
Mabry' and Erna , Fergusson are dent of Peninsular Telephone and two clubhouses, more than any oth- Horton
and Bill Bell raced through
Telegraph
and
on
the
board
of
very widely known. Some All.\lllS
er
course
in
this
part
of
the
counthe
J.erboan
duo, Art Gordon and
hold positions· of .similar ,prestige, trustees .at Miami University.
try. 'l'he main 18 holes will be of Harold Trunks, 6-2, 6-2. Horton's Mortar Boar.d Sells Mums
.
DR.
KEN~ETH
C.
HEALD,
'11.,
but are less widely publicized.
definite championship qulllity.
blazing, twisting serves from the
· Here are some iAlums ofnational is. the vice-president arad director 'in
Mortar Board will be selling
The 18-hole course on the north port side kept the Jerboan :reprec!large
of
all
exploration
and
pro.
~nfl uence :
·
.·
.
side
of
Campus
Blvd.
will
use
six
sentatives
in
hot
water
during
the
·
mums
tomorrow at $1 each ,in the
.. -LYMAN K, TaAC'KE;RY, '19, ·duction problems for the Gulf Oil of the holes and two of the greens cold afternoon. Bell's stea!fy play
SUB
an.d
at the football game. The
Corporation,
Heald
is
a
long-time
near ;A.dmJrl'll, USl'il, wa.s the rankalready in use. Ten complete holes was also a feature in the match
corsage,
trimmed
with !)herry and
ipg oflicer give;n credit tor solving geolo~ist and lecturer. He .has lec- and two fairways will be added.
. against the two J erboan lefties.
intricate supply problem during the 'tured at the University of Chicago,
silver
ribbons,
are
available in tWo
Work Qn this layout is abQut 90
John "Bud" Catron had little
invasion of Inchon.
..,
.·
. Johns Hopldns,·University of Pitts-- per cent complete. All -the land has trouble in disposing of 'Charles c~lors, white and Yellow•.
, SAMUEL D. MA~BLE, 134',· one. . burgh, The former Yale associate been contoured and planted: Grass
o( the. yo11ngest college presidents p~·ofessor of geology · makes his has begun to ·come up in many
i_n the United -States. He is 34. ae home in Pittsburgh.
Lanier added. ·
EGMOl'l'T ARENS II, '12,
one plal,!es,
has had write-ups in American
One
of
the most ptodern and 'effiMagazine and Reader's Digest for of the nation's outstanding indtts- cient water systems in the United
R~ECORD
inspiring the' men of his WHining. trial designers, lives in New York. States has been layed out. Tile syston College to build their own dor- He is responsible for much of the tem for the new holes alone remitory. The project required two package designing in the U. S.
quired 40,000 feet of pipe. New
years, and was completed this year. . LILLIAN HUGGETT, '06, first modern, pop-up type sprinklers will
woman
to
receive
a
.degree
from
GLENN L. EMM0l'l'S,:'l9, presibe used in the $62,000 layout.
dent of the First State Bank in U,:NM, is a prominent teacher in El
Several hundred trees will be
.P.aso...
·
·
·
Gallup, was recently elected treasplanted and transplanted this winurer of the American Bankers Aster. Rough grass will be planted in
sociation for second' term. He is
.,
.
the spring. The course is expected
former president of the University
to be ready for use by June 15, 1951.
University
Program
Alumni association.
I
When completed, the course will
. THOMAS SIDNEY BELL,, '1>5,
be about 300 yards longer than the
is a successful teacher, business- FRIDAY - Homecoming. Alumni present 18 holes. Double tees have
I
' man,· and lawyer. ae was the first· registration 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. in been installed on most of the boles,
person to graduate from UNM, the
so the course can be lengthened
Room 213; Journalism bldg.
tirst Rhodes scholar from Ne1v MexFaculty-Alumni reunion, 3 to 5 a couple of hundred ya;rds more for
ico, and now'is retired in Pasadena,
tournaments.
p. m. at men's dorm ...
Calif. ·
.
.
The front nine will remain in use
Crowning of Homecoming Queen,
CHESTER M. CREBBS, '18, re- 7:30p.m. in the gym ..
next summer. It will be a fee course
tired· president· of· Mene Grande Oil
Pep rally immediately following with a 50 cent ·rate for nine holes.
company, Venezuela, S. A.
· coronation.
This nine hole course will be used
LAURENCE F. LEE, '10, presi- . Student-Alumni dance, 9 p. m. to mainly by women and beginners.
dent of Occidental and Peninsular · midnight at SUB ballroom.
The front nine may be cut into if
life insurance companies, now li•;es SATURDAY-Homecoming. Let-. plans for the new city auditorium
FOR DANCING
in Florida. His brother, Lt. Col.
go
through.
It
is
likely
that
the
termen's breakfast, 7:30 a. m. at
On 45 RPM an.d 78 RPM
Chester A. Lee, '17, now with the
eighth and ninth fairways will be
Franciscan
hotel.
army in Korea, was recently a memfor
a
parking
area
for
audiused
All Alumnae breakfast, 8 a. m.
• Tommy Dorsey
ber of a government sponsored extorium patrons then.
at
Hilto'n hotel.
pedition in Anartica. A third broPreliminary
plans
for
the
new
'plays COLE ,PORTER
Parade - all floats must be in
ther, Floyd Lee, '17, is a long-time
$40,000 clubhouse have been drawn
their·
proper
place
at
8:30
a.
m.
• Vaughn Monroe
president of the New Mexico Wool
and the final draft is expected withParade will start at 9:45a.m.
Growers association.
in
a
month.
The
new
clubhouse
will
plays VICTOR HERBERT
Football, Ul'l'M vs. University of
A. R. SEDER, '11, vice-president.
have a ground level main floor and
Adzona,
2
p.
m.
e Sammy Kaye
of0 Chicago and North Western railOpen houses at all sorority and a full basement. Lockers and showway.
er
rooms
will
be
located
in
the
baseplays IRVING 'BERLIN
fraternity houses following the
DR. JOHN C. RUSSELL, '30,
ment. The main floor will have a
game
.
• Frankie Carle
.member of ECA mission in Greece,
Faculty-Alumni banquet, 7 p, m. pro shop, snack bar, offices. and a
is an attache to the U.S. Embassy
club
storage
and
repair
room.
The
plays FRANK LOESSE
at Hilton hotel.
in Athens.
building \vill be designed sq that
Alumni'
dance,
9
p.
m.
at
Hilton
AL SIMPSON, '40, is the former
a lounge can be added at a later
hotel.
deputy chief of International Re·
Homecoming dance, 9 p. m. to 1 date. The clubhouse is expected to
be ready for the course opening
1
a. m. at La Lorna )Jallroom. ·
next
June.
SUNDAY - Services in churches
and
throughout the. city.
"
'
Publications
Board
Meets
MONDAY-Baptist Student Union
morning watch, 7:30 a. m. daily,
'!'he student Board of PublicaMonday through · Saturday, at tions will meet Tuesday at 4 p. m.
Baptist Student center.
Pairings for the intramural golf
in room 212 of the Journalism buildtournament have been posted at the
Lobo Christian Fellowship Daily ing.
Prayer meeting, noon daily, MonUniversity golf course clubhouse.
day through Friday, in Admin.
The 32 low qualifieds were matched
according to their qualifying scores.
253.
.
Baptist Student Union daily devoPat Rea, Independent, and AI
tional service, 12:30 p. m. daily,
Boyd, Jr., SAE, were established as'
Monday through Saturday, at
the early favorites. Rea, a freshBaptist Student center.
man, is an outstanding prQspect
USCF Noonday Chapel services,
for the Lobo golf team, Boyd, who
12:30 p. m. daily, Monday
was a semi~fina.list in the SouthBUT
through Friday, in SUB chapel
western golf tournament last June,
room.
is expected to play a lot for the
Interfraternity Council meeting,
Lobos next spring.
·
4 p. m. in SUB basement lounge.
First round matches are supposed
JULIO
Phi Kappa Phi meeting, 4:30 P•
to be played by Monday, November
ALBUQUERQUE .
m. in Biology 6.
6. Second round matches must be
BLACK SUEDE
Spurs meeting, 5 p. m. in Y1-1.
completed by ·Nov. 12, thil:d round
Vigilante meeting, 5 p. m. in
by Nov.18, fourth round by Nov. 22
8.95
Y1-12.
and the finals by Nov. 26.
~
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Alums
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For your date and. party dresses we recommend
IRIDESCENT 'VELVET
VELVETEEN
LACES
LAMME
MOIRE FAILLE
NYLON NET
420 W. Copprr
TAFFETA

(?eologists, Teachers, Too·

•,£!,

New Band Formations
Ready for Half·Time

t

..

Cheerleaders Displayed White
And Cherry Pants2S Years Ago

Organizations Hold
Posf-Game Parties

I

'

•

Wind up of Homecoming celebrations for Ul'l'M $tudents will be the
annual dance, bel dthis year at La
Lorna ball room tomorrow from 9
p. m. until 1 a. m,. Art Mooney and
his orchestra will provide the entertainment for the semi-formal dance.
. Decorations will be in line ,with
the silver anniversary theme planned for the whole Homecoming affair. There will be red and white
paper streamers on the tablea to
signify the 25th l;lomecoming event.
The main attraction will be Art
Mooney, with Kerwin Somerville's
comedy capers and Dilly Dee's zany
novelties, and his dance m11sic I!l!nctuated by the romantic ballads of
:Bob Manning.
...:-.Varied choral and vocal presentations add to the versatility of Mooney's band. He said his aim is to
play what the public wants, and
that includes partial incorporation
of the dance-ballad style m11sic
made famol!s by Glenn Miller, plus
the influence of Fred Waring in the
choral and comedy part of the band.
During the intermission there
will be a comedy skit by two familiar UNM entertainers, Jim Woodman and Hank Parkinson, who are
also co-chairmen in charge of the
Homecoming festivities.
Admission will be ~1 per couple.
Tickets went on sale Tuesday and
will continue to be available at either the Associated Students office
or the SU Bcloakroom. It will also
be possible to obtain tickets at the
dance Saturday night.

·'

.

I

Art Mooney and Band .
Will Play at La lorna

•

PARADE

We've rounded up a fine lot of slacks in gabardine,
sharkskin, flannels, tweeds, coverts, plaids, plain
and fancy, Hollywood plaited and non-plaited. In
sportcoats, tweed, gabardine, wool, in all colors
and shades, We haven't had such a complete selection in years; make it a date to drop in and
see us today.

Sport Coats

•

Sport Slacks • · Sport Shirts

Use Our Layaway for Christmas

9.95

DELTA ZETA of

!
I·

KAPPA SIGMA
'

'

•

0

extends the hand of welcome
and wishes everyone another,..
~uccessful

I

They're as comfortable as the
Mary Jane's you wore in your ehildhood-lll'lt, oh, how up to tqe minute they are I Put them on and see
if you don't feel like skipping right
out of the store.

•

i

I
i
-----'-----------"'-~=·' ·~ ·--·~

I

ON STAGE
BLACK VELVET

I,
I'

ALSO IN BLACK
PUMP

HINKEL'S SHOE SALON • • ,
Wb~re

"·'

I

8.95

twenty-five years.

For. sport, occasional or separates you may select from our
CORDUROY, BY CROMPTON OR JlTLLIARD IN SOLIDS
Plaids and cheeks in a wide selection of colors

i

'
\·1

.

New Shoe Styles Make Their First Appearan~e

jl
I
1

.

'

I
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THE ~NEW MEXICO.·

U· HAS HAD SEVEN GRID COACHES
DAILY LOBO

SPORTS
~AUL

SIIODAL, Editor
.

.

record. The Lobos gained a 18-1.3
tie with the University of Arizona
in the Homecoming game.
In 1947, with Lou Cullen, Bryan
Brock, and Rudy Krall lugging the
mail, the .Lobos, under Berl Huffman, played one of the most ex~it
ing Homecoming games. Trailmg
Texas Tech 26-0 at the half on a
snow-covered field, the W olfpack
scored .three touchdowns in the second half and threatened with a
fourth, but fell inches sport of .a
first-and-goal-to-go on the ten. Final score, Lobos 20, Tech 26.
. In 1948 and 1'949, the Lobos were
able to win a total of ~;mly four
games, defeating the New Mexico
Aggies a:nd tha University of Colorado both years.
Opening a new era in 1950 under
Coach · Dud De Groot, the Lobos'
overall record stands at two 'wins
and four losses.
Last summer saw UNM become
a member of the Rocky Mountain
Athletic conference, g e n e r a 11 y
known as the Skyline conference.

with five wins and four losses •.
Basketball was outstanding in
1941, with the Lobos ending the best ,
season in seven· years, while the
football team settled for four wins
and five losses.
Leon Server and "Red" Smith,
two of the fastest b~:~cks ever to
play for New Mexico, powered the
Lobos into the Sun Bowl in 1948.
Their opponents, Southwestern University of Texas, victors over the
University of Texas and tying Tulsa, defeated the Lobos 7-0.
The basketball team retained its
Border Conference championship in
1945 with an unbeaten reco1·d in college ranks. In football, Willis
Barnes again piloted the Lobo eieven to a Sun Bowl berth. This time
the Wolfpack defeated Denver 84-24
to become the first Border. Conference team ever to win the Sun Bowl; .
The Lobos were upset upon by a
21-20 loss to Utah during the season. Don Rumley and Rudy Krall
were the big guns in the Lobo attack.
In 1946, with a great passing attack, the Lobos maintained a 5-4-1

wlll be looking for · him when he:
starts. fadin~ for an aerial.
1
. The Lobos again will rely em the
running> of Hill and the )iassin~ of
P:rice in their 'bid for a HQmecoming upset. With much of the team
battered from stem to stern, Dr.
(Continued f~:om page 1) ··~
taking over the under-center spot DeGroot may .find trouble locatin,g
from M:cCauley. Miller has hit on a'dequate replacements . from h1s
.
.
15 of 26 pa11s attempts this year. crutch and cast corps.
Capt,
Wilson
..
J{napp,
whq
may
The big man in the Arizona attack,
as usual, i~ Ed Wolgaflt The ace find himself working from a defenhalfback has earned so. many foot- sive line-backing ~osition, will team
ball letters he could open a. secon.d with Bill Pegue and Chuck Hill on
passes from }'rice and Manny Oroshand clothing store.
co, the improving aoph.
1S'ew Mexic41
Arizona
The Wildcats were due· t'o arrive
LE
Glazier· in Albuquerque·· tonight by plane
Knapp
Reynolds
LT,
Fiihr from Tucson. The weatherman haE!
Brett ·•
LG
Donarski cast a favorable eye on the ·game
C
Huish and a near capa!lity crowd of 13,000
Swan
Lovett
RG
Gonzales is eJr,pected .to sit
. in. ·
Bernitsky
RT
Matock
Pegue
RE
Christiansen
Morales
QB
Miller
LH
Wolgast
Hill
Campbell
RH Guendelsberger
Price
FB
Burwitz
.Game time: 2 p.m. (MST)
Intramural cross country will be
Weather: Good football weather
run during the half of the New
Officials:
Mexico-Arizona homecoming game
Referee: W. J. Milner ·
· .
(Texas Mines) tomorrow. The race will start just
Umpire: A. C. Hamilton
before the half.
· (Hardin-Simmons) .: The distance of the run will be
Headlinesman: Chas. B. Sweene¥ about two miles with the start ·and
(Iowa) finish· in the Stadium. The chamFieid Judge:. William Teal
pion will receive an intramural
.
(Texas Tech) medal and a turkey.
The Lobo secondary will also
have to watch end Bill Glazier
Friday, November 3, 1950
closely. He is. one of the better. ofPage Eight
fensive ends m the land and M1ller
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Here's To A
Successful
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.By Julius Golden
The Lettermcns club was organized in 1905 by a group of alumni
lettermen. Its membership is open
to any alumni who received a letter
• • in any sport in UNM.
In ·keeping , with traditi.on, a
breakfast is held on the morl)ing of
Homecoming. This tra<lition originated in 1908, whe.ti. Arthur Sisk, a
member of the still new club, invited
the football team for brealdast.
Now· all lettermen are invited, and
about 200 usually attend. At this
breakfast new officers are elected.
This year, the brealdast will be held
Saturday, 7:30 a. m., at the Franciscan hotel.
·
Tonight,· after the bonfire, the
Lettermen's club wm have an open
house for all alumni. lettermen and
their wives at El Fidel hotel.
An annual barbecue is held during the year in honor of tho spring
football squad. Trophies are given
out for the best pClrformance during
the spring game.
Jack McManus Was president of
the Lettermens club during the past
year.
·
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PHOTO-ENGRAVING

"For the Best in Engraving"
Phone 2-5656
,,

Engravers of the Mirage
208 South Broadway, Albuquerque

Dorms Plan Open Hous·e
I

I :.
'r

'f

)\I

'

'JASPER MTN. PARKS'

::

"GLACIER FISHING"

j•f

~-

I

!

.

Bandelier, .Hokona-Marron and
Dorm D residents will hold a combined open house at Dorm D tomorrow afternoon from 4 to 6. All students and visitors are welcome. Refreshments will be served.
'
.

LATES.T WORLD NEWS
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LOBO

iel, and Don Michael,tenor, accompanieq by Jane Snow.
Final event of the evening will be
the alumni Homecoming dance sponsored by the Forties Club held at the
Hilton Hotel at~·

BooS t er
' c·l
. U b wOrkS
For Betfer .Teams
The Booster club is an organization of men who work in conjunction with the University in building
up better athletic teams. Their rnajor interest, at present, is directed
toward building a great Lobo foot.
ball team.
They meet for game discussions
with the football coaches and are
greatly interested in -~tting good
football talent into this school.
President of the Booster Club is
Herbert L. Galles, Jr., a former
Lobo letterman from 1938 to "1935.
The vice-president is Horace Keenan, a real estate man.
The nucleus of the club is made
up of University graduates.
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WELCOME BACK ALUMNI
TO YOUR OLD UNIVERSITY

with the
CAMPUS
From the Little Red Schoolhouse to This •

..

•

By June, 1951, UNM is due to have a two-story, two-blocklong classroom building, as shown: in the architect's sketch
above. In the 1890's UNM had only one building, the "little
red schoolhouse on the hill" which
. was later remodeled into
Hodgin Hall. The new classroom building now under construction on the parking lot north of Carlisle Gym, will cost $750,000.

I

'

i.
I

Compliments of

•

•
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

.
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add to the fire hazard.
be a theatre-type in modified pueblo
In comparing Albuquerque's pro- style, Commissioner Wilson said
posed 3500-seat auditorium, Strong that other types rejected by the
gave the ·seating capacity of audi- committee were,a combination t4eatoriums in other cities as Portland, tre-sports arena, and a "ba1·nlike
3418; Toledo, 2500; Fort Worth, struct1,1re." He said that the city
2993; Cedar Rapids, 3112; Pueblo, now has ample space for sports and
19 63.
other events-the. Armed Forces
At a public forum of the Chamber center, the 'Armory, the Ice Arena,
of Commerce, members of the dvic .La Lorna ballroom, and the fair
afiditorium committee spoke to an grounds for horse shows and dis·
assembly of civic leaders and busi- plays.
nessmen and explained their·p]ans.
Edmund Engle, city planning diAn official of the Chamber of Com- rector, told the forum that the s.ite
merce later 'observed that most of . chosen is the geographical center, as
the people opposed to the auditor- well as the population center, of the.
ium came from the forum with .a city, "well served by highways, both
present and those planned in the
completely changed point of view.
Commissioner Don Wilson, a future."
member of the auditorium commitThe City Commission expects
tee, said the committee has been ad- $900,000 to be available for the
vised by architect.s that in a struc- building of the auditorium. Dr.
ture with a capacity over 3500 the Sherman Smith· of the University
acoustical Problem is greatly en- said the University will give the
hanced:
.
city a 99-year lease on the building
The forum was told that the first site.
proposal was to bqild the auditorThe University has agreed to futium on the first nine of the Univer- ish ample parking space on the golf
sity golf 't!ourse, near .the clubhouse. course, across Campus boulevard
This was abandoned because of ar" from·the proposed site.
c4itectural difficulties in getti11g the
auditorium to harmonize in design
with the nearby buildings, and because the University has plans to
Pete Griggs, last year's Lobo
use this area for classrooms.
link star, won the Brooklawn cham- ·
The proposed auditorium at Las pionship in 'Bridgeport, Conn., re- ·
Lomas and Camp~:s Boulevard is to cently.

--

-

!!

Plan~ Progress for City A~ditorium on U Site
By Don Bennett
For many years Albuquerque has
felt ·the pr!Jssing need for a civic
auditorium .. The city's location in
the. center of the state, plus the
fact that it is the largest, makes it
ide~:~! for any state cc,mvention.
During the course of a year some
14 organizations hold conventions in
Albuquerque. These· organizations
in the past have met in hotels, the
Albuquerque High School auditorium, and other places.
On October· 3, of this year the
City Commission approved plal\S
for a 8500-seat structure to be used
jointly with the University. The
plans called for an auditorium to
be built at the triangle at the inter"
section of Las Lomas and Campus
Boulevard on UNM property. Immediately . protests from many
groups were lodged against the proposal.
·
Most of the protests were against
the size of the p:i!oposed auditorium.
The opponents to" the present plaT\
said the city ·should consider one
of approximately 5500 capacity, and
some stated that even that would be
too small later years.
Oren Strong, a member of the
city auditorium committee, stated
that the seating capacity of the auditorium could be increased to 4200
by placing seats in the aisles and
elsewhere. He said this would not

;)
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lettermen's Group
Cites Traditional HC
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."He Tamed the Toughest
'·"
in the West!

DOORS
OPEN
12:00

'
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STARTS
THURSDAY
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SUNDAY
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.By Jackie Gossard
Flickering luminarios, gaily decorated.houses, and the coronation of
the Homecoming queen will usher in
UNM's silver anniversary Homecoming, No.v. 3 and 4.
,
In 1925 when UNM celebrated its
first Homecoming, 100 attended.
This year over 5,000 alums ar.e expected to attend according to Bill
Hall, managing director of the
alumni association.
He said many events have been
planned to make this the biggest
and best homecoming in the University's history. Alumni registration
will be from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. Friday, and from 8 ·a. m,• to 12 noon
Saturday in the alumni office in the
J ouri:!alism building. Hall said he
has · received reservations from
alumni in 15 states.
Faculty and alums will get together today for a reunion at the
Men's New Dorm from 3 to 5 p. m.
This will make it possible for alums
to see the University's largest new ·
.
building.
At 6:30 tonight a board of fac•
ulty and alumni will judge house
decorations. The HQmecoming queen
will be crowned at Carlisle gym at
7 :30. Beverly Grenko, head of the
coronation activities has announced
there will be some surprise changes
in this ye:w's Cl'Owning.
For the first time Rodey theater
has been reserved entirely for alums
and will . present Elmer Rice's
"Dream Girl." Tickets are on sale
for 90 cents and cU1·tain will rise
at 8 :3!1.
At 9:80 a record dance for students and alums will be held in the
SUB.
Saturday's festivities will get under way with a Lettermen's breakfast at 7:80 in the Franciscan Hotel. The Hilton Hotel will be the
scene of an a11 UNM women's.
breakfast sponsored by city Panhellenic. The event is scheduled to
start at 8 with Mrs. J. C. MacGregor in charge. It will be patterned
after '!Breakfast at Sardi's."
A Silver Anniversary brea)d'ast
will be sponsored by Chi Omega at
8:15 in the Hilton Hotel followed
by the Homecoming parade at 9:45.
The Lobos will kick off to Arizona
at 2 to start the afternoon's activities. A campus open house will follow the game at 5. The' class of '40
will .have a Dutch open house also
at 5 at the Hilton Hotel.
Judge Sam G. Bratton, president
of the Board of Regents, President
Tom L. Popejoy and Coach Dudley
DeGroot will speak at the Homecoming banquet to be in the Hilton
hotel at 7. Toastmaster of the affair
will be Martin Fleck and music will
be furnished by Francis Craig, violinist, accompanied by Jean McDan-

,I
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For 25th Homecoming

Intramural Runners
Race at Hall-time·

"LET'...S GO·
LOBOS"

'

5000 Alums ExPected

.

NOW
THRU
TUES.

'

DAILY

Lobos Are Underdogs
In Tomorrow's Game.

JOHN WAYNE in "DAKOTA"

KIMO

-

.

··Fullback Wilson led
Lobos 20 Years Ago ·
By Paul Myer11
Homecoming time b:rings us
around to digging into past hist0:ries of Lobo SJ;JOrts. The Lobo
spQrts history on ~he g~diron !or
the past 20 years 1s .an m~erestmg ·
record.
.
·
I:ti 1930, Coach Roy Johnson's.
last .year· as head football coach,
the Lobos rounded out a mediocre
season with AU-Conference fullback, Jimmy Wilson, pacing the
Lobos with his smashing drives and
long punts.
In 1931, under Coach Chuck Riley, former Notre Dame star, the
Lobos managed a .500 record, winning three., losing three, and tying
the Homecoming game with the
University of Arizona, 7-7.
Lean seasons followed in 1932
and 1933, but were highlighted by
a Homecoming '7-0 victory ·over the
University of Arizona in 1938._,
Gwinn Henry took over .'the
chores as head coach in 1934 'and
the Wolfpack enjoyed one of their
best seaspns. They c_omp~leli. an impressive 8-1 record m wmnmg the
Border Conference. Their ,only defeat was handed them by the Arizona Wildcats. That year the.Lobos
beat the undefeated New Mexico ·
Aggies 12-7 in a Homecoming
game.
•
..
•
· The Lobos ·contmued• the1r wmning ways iii 1935, winning six and
losing four. The University of Arizona marred the Lobos Homecoming 38-6•. " .
The next two years, 1936 and
1987, the Lobos had poor seasons.
From 1988 to 1940, the "golden
·era" of football, with Ted Shipkey
in the drivers seat, the Lobos took
a decided turn for the best. In 1938,
the Lobos shared the Border Conference championship with the New
Mexico Aggies. Little All-American Bill Dwyer, probably the greatest halfback in the school's history,
was a big factor in the Lobos' success.
Pete McDavid, now Albuquerque
High School football coach, ran 103
yards for a toU'chdown against
Flagstaff on an intercepted pass.
The Lobos lost a 17-7 ·thriller to
Texas Tech in the last 30 seconds
. of play oil. a field goal and an intercepted desperation pass. The Lobos were defeated in the Sun Bowl
by Utah 26-0.
Another successful season followed in 1989 with the Lobos winning
eight and losing two. New Mexico
.dropped a heartbreaking 7-6 Homecoming g:ame to the University of
Arizona. In one of the most exciting games, Jimmy Hubel kicked a
,field goal in the last 20 seconds to
give the Lobos a 9-6 victory over
the New Mexico Aggies.
'
After a slow start in 1940, the
.Lobos ended the season in a blaze
of glory. Unbeaten Texas Tech
,came to New Mexico, ranking 18 in
·the nation, with a sure Cotton Bowl
bid. The Lobos lowered the boom
on the Techsans, 19-14. With little
AU-American Tackle Austin O'Jibwey, Avery Monfort, and Jack Mor,rissey, the Lobos finished the season
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DUDLEYATUNM
J.A,C~

tby Bibl•

by
TOMJ.I:NS

DUDLEY-GIDE

Homecoming 1950

Any similarity between ehar·
acters in thls eol11mn and persons
living or dead is purely inten• tional.

"Dudley, you're not going to stay
home and study on the night of th!l
Homecoming dance. Miss Hrdlicka
and I have been invited to a cocktail
party, given by one of our dear
Q"l:ai:NTED POll ~ATIONAL. AD........ TiafNG •Y
friends, Leon DeLinney. He's a
drama major and gives wonderful
National Advertising Service, Inc.
parties.
We're all going there beCD/Itu PllhliJbHJ lUiwt111J14tiw
fore the dance. Now, come on•. We're
420 M.AIIIIION AV&.
NllW YORK. N.Y.
• going to Uike you with us."
CIIJCMO • lotToa ~ Los AMI .....• SAil ra.ucuc.
"Miss Fringe, how many times
Tb.e Dall:r Lobo Ia an Independent newspaper pnbliohed for the benefit of the atudentll
do I have to tell you that I am not
.and the Unfvenslty, but it does no~ auume that opinions exPreu:ed in editorlala and
eolumna are n~aarily thO!e of the majority ot tbe atudent body. Authonbip of con•
interested in your bawdy friends.
trlbutiona to the Letterlp eolumn moat be known to the editol'll, althoqb niiDI.. _,. he
Now get out of my room and let
,Yithbeld on request. Letten may be cut U uceedln~~: 250 words.
me study."
"Dudley, we don't have a date to
this party; so you're going to take
ns. See'?" They withdrew lead pipes
from their tunics. ":Now, are you
going to come peacefully or do we
have
to work you over?" A few
Today and tomorrow UNM wi11 put itself through the paces
minutes later they threw my unconof what in all probability will be the biggest celebration of the scious body into the back seat of
their car and sped off toward the
year.
qouse of Leon De!fnney. ·
The University's twenty-fifth observance of Homecoming
A black-robed figure met us at
the
door. "Hilda! Freda!" he belwill include everything any campus festival ever had, ·or wiU lowed.
"I thought you two weren't
have-a queen, parade, dances, banquets, receptions, open going to get here. The whole crowd
is in the other room.'' Then he saw
houses everywhere, a football game between ancient rivals, a me
sU!nding between them. "Girls,"
giant bonfire to help push along a pep rally, bands, house decora- he said, "I always told you I would
"By George you do have a little rash. Well you'll just have to stop
you in any venture you
tions, the campus dotted with luminarios, an oversized issue of support
mashing
potatoes until this clears up."
might undertake; but I will not
the campus newspaper, a time capsule to be reclaimed 25 years cover up for a murder.''
"Oh, don't be silly. He's not dead.
hence, and so on and on.
We just had to coax him a little."
":No, no, not that," I wailed. "I'll they were yelling. Just then a horsee, Mr. DeLinney, I was in drink it, but I think you're leading rendous cry came from one of the
But what is Homecoming? V'lhat does it mean to the gradu- my"You
room studying when the girls me astray and it's just not right for outer rooms, immediately followed
"
ates, for whtm it is primarily designed? What does it mean
you two girls to lead me astray.''
by the entrance of Miss Carrie :Na"Shhhh," he admonished. "We're
tion.
She had somehow escaped her
to the students, many of whom have put in hours of almost playing
"Have
another
martini,
Dudley."
charades, and I'm doing
captors
and she moved into the
"Who
is
this
young
man,
Freda?"
tireless preparation on the various features of the celebration? Lady Macbeth. Come on in." We
crowd
with
her hatchet. Bodies were
"Well,
Leon,
this
is
Dudley
Smedwere then ushered into a smoke·
falling
on
all
sides.
ley.
Hilda
and
I
wanted
to
bring
The alums. To them Homecoming is mainly an opportunity to filled room. Through the haze I him tonight to try to get him out of
"Let's
all
get
out of here and go
see that a person was standhe
works
on
the
his
shell.
You
see,
recapture some of the essence of their younger days. It is also could
to
the
dance
before
something tering in each corner with a lamp
paper
at
the
university,
and
.••
"
rible
happens.''
shade
on
his
head.
"You'll
have
to
a chance to greet old friends and make new ones. And for many,
"Who's talking about the paper?"
pardon these people," giggled the
"Good idea, Leon.'' The throng of
the biggest .kick they get out of it is trying to figure out how host.
"They'd all been to another echoed a booming voice from one of guest9 milled out to their cars. Just
corners of the room. It was Mr. as they were about to drive off,
the old alma mater managed to get on without them for all party before they came to mine; the
they think they're lamps and that Van Horn with a lamp shade on his Miss Hrdlicka asked: "Freda,
those years.
head. "Why, it's Dudley. Egad, Dud- where is Dudley?"
they're ligh.ting up the room.''
"But, Leon, I thought you had a ley, what have they done to you?"
"I don't know. I thought he was
They want to see who the current athletjc heroes are, and date tonight. Where is she?"
"Hello, Mishter Van Hom. following you. He must still be in
"Oh, I did. But she's a Rodey girl, Whoopeee!"
• the house.'' They rushed back into
to try to compare them with those who brought grid glory to
you know. Well, I took her to the
the house. "There he is, over there.''
"Why,
Dudley,
you're
•
•
.''
the campus in their day. They want to remember how they pep rally last night. She was ter"Yesh. Whoopeeel"
And sure enough, there I stood
swore at the liberals, or at the conservatives, who were at the ribly distraught. She said she
began to surround us on ••• in the corner, with a lamphadn't. been treated kindly in tha allPeople
sides. "Let's go to the dance," shade on my head.
helm of student government when they were in school, and they drama department, that she was almiscast. She said something
·want to see who is on top now. They want to reclaim some of ways
about wanting to play deep, tragic
the memories offered by the classrooms and the relentless pro- roles. Then she walked into the
bonfire and I .haven't seen her
fessors who ruled them, and they want to see how many of since."
• • .Voice of the Students
their old profs have survived the years to greet them now with
"Have a martini, Dudley.''
":No, thank yon, Miss Fringe, I
a smile. They want to see if they can still find their ways around don't
drink.''
'
the campus, now cluttered with new buildings and old barracks.
She took out her lead pipe again.
and another .large group of upper
Thanks Counselors
"Are you going to have a martini Dear Editor:
classmen hss had a lot of fun assistOr maybe the alums don't .even care about any of the above or do I have to • • .''
Freshman Week is over again ing in all possible ways to make
the freshmen feel at home. They
things. Maybe they have just come for a chance to get away
know, as you and I, that the first
from it all. Maybe they've just come for another chance at those
few weeks of this college life are
confusing and discouraging.
ACROSS 2. Hawaiian 22. Ventilate
wonderful, uninhibited college "parties!'
By way of this public proclamal"TroplcaJ
greeting23. Shore
tion I would like to extend my
tr.ee
Now the students. To them it is a weekend crammed with
3. Cover
recess
thanks and appreciation to the
6. Sluice
4. Body of
28. Kind of
merciless competition and u~limited fun.
many outstanding students, as well
through
water
meat
as
the dean of men and the faculty,
adam
11. Indellliite
27. Evening
Bitter rivalries spring up as to who put forth the cutest
who
volunteered time and effort to11. Foreign
Cpoet.)
article
ward
the Freshman Counseling proHomecoming queen candidate, and why that candidate didn't
12. Fertile
e. Not hot
28. Past parti•
gram
this fall. This group of nearly
spots In
7. Passes
clple of lie
get it; who had the best float and house decoration, and who the
75 will be busy throughout the sedeserts
e. Employ
29. TYPe
mester checking occasionally with
heck badgered the judges into awarding the prizes to this one
13 Carbonated 9. Thrice
measure.
their groups of newcomers and
drink
(mils.)
31. Main
or that one; who should have won the hotly-contested HomeSalarday•o Aaower
making sure that no one is left out
14. Stupid
10. Large worm
cook
of the :fun-fun that comes from
coming football game, and who actually did.
mistakes
14. Stripes
33. Nimble
participation in both studies and
41. Epoch
.. (slang)
extra-curricular activities.
16. Flex
· 35. Unsuitable
42.Escape
A vacation from classes is in effect. Parties are planned
The combined cooperation of the
15. Exclama18. Lone Star 36. Cupolas
(slang)
everyw-here. Nearly every student plans to take in the whole
Freshman Counselors and the fac- •· '
tion
State
38. Minus
43. Past
· ulty has organized a program this
16. Without
19. Garden tool 40. Larva of
44.0wns
business from the coronation tonight right on through the
year which we hope will prove a
hair
21.Peep
botfty
46.
Exclamation
always-packed Homecoming hop tomorrow night.
great help to the freshmen now and
17.Foam
in the future.
·
20. Crust on a
Here .is what Homecoming is: a weekend designed to bring
The
following
student9
pa.rtlciI'
I'
wound
I'
17 IS 19 1•
pated in the program this semester:
24. Ages
together all of UNM's citizenry, both young and old, for one
1
II
Myrna Harrison, Daphne Blachly,
Crested hawk
purpO'se alone-enjoyment.
'.
• 25.
Carl
Clarke, lise ·Jenkins, Roger
· parrot
Sylvanus,
Ron Ruble, John Zutav11s
26. Bewitched
So here's wishing everyone the most enjoyable Homecoming
ern,
B~verlee Grenko, Jack Imrie,
28. Wary
Cy Elliot, Sam Sosa, Jim Irwin,
of them all on this, the celebration's silver anniversary.
wvd
!IIi
(slang)
Jim Thompson, Henry Ash, Bar~~~
~
30. Topaz hum·
bara Goss, Bob Langford, Dom Da17
IZO 1~1 Ill IU
mlng bird
vis, Richard Canfield, Marilynn
I'"
~
31. Arrived
DAILY CRYPTOQVOTE-Uere's how to work it:
Watkins, Lee Langan, Richard
124
32. Flat·topped
12S
Neff, and Bob :Norfleet.
AXYDLBAAXR
~
hill
Arnold Singer, Don Evans, Ida
lsLONGFELLOW
127
34. Bristly
Urbach, Carl Crawford, Emilo
One letter simply atands for another. In this example A Is used
~
37. Small,
Mora, Moira Burlte, 'red Thorsen
lor the three L's, X Cor the two O's, etc. Single letters, apos1~0
Fred Wong,.Jay,.Pettitt, 'I'homas
secluded
131
trophles, the length and formation of the wordll are all hlilts.
McKeg, ~ary J o Blanc, Kathy Kepvalley
~
ner, Elliott Mozee, Jerry Levine
Eacl;l day the .cQde letters are dltterent.
39. Negative
I:I"15'f
131.
Phil Allen, Robert. Stark, Job~
reply
•
A CrYPtograln QUotation
Tau!, Ed Driscoll, Robert Sturte40. Creed
~
~3·
vant,
Chuck Weber,.Jim Park, and
V/..<:
4:!. Exclamation
~
EJKQ, PQU PRCPlYA, IAKDEC JTt!J.
Ken Hansen.
41
45. Verba.! ell•
13
lw
i'+Z
Joe Boehning, Allen Fuhs
amlnatlons
[REKQQ, OI<AMC OAYYUHJT OAPH CEY
Charles
Gay, Nancy Fraser, Her:
46.Gaplng'
4(,
ftS
bert
~e!igmal),
. Ted . Lqne, Don
M' V H H Y A M V T! - R P T M C J I Q Y.
47. Domesticates
Jim
Goldstein, David
Hutchmson,
48. Multitudes
I'H
AJl'new,
Jackie
Henrie.~,.
George C.
1411
Saturday's Cryptoqllote: LET CHILDREN SUPPORT THEIR
DOWN
~
Vmcent,
and
Kenneth
.Hoftin.
PARENTS OR BE IMPRISONED-ROMAN LAW,
1. Fundamental
L\•1£
BOB LANGFORD

WHAT IS HOMECOMING?

...

LETTER IP

DAILY CROSSWORD

~

Raciai·Discrimination
Was Investigated by
1949-··Student Council

·
·
By Elaine J anks
Two iinportant steps taken by
last yeal,''S · student government
were the promotion of a city antidiscrimination ordinance and the
ratification of a new University
constitution. '
·
·
The Student council worked with
the :National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People on
a municipal ordinance to prevent
racial discrimination in Albuquerque. After a unanimous vote of confidence by the Student senate, the,
matter was brought to the attention·
of city officials.· The C)ity commissioners have established a · racial
committee to investigate the problem before taking legal action.•
Earlier this year, the Student
senate proposed a boycott against
a local business for discriminatory
practices. The measure was approved by the Judiciary committee
· and put into effect.
The newly proposed student body
constitution was drawn up by a
senate constitutional committee.
The Senate and Student Affairs approved it. The constitution is now
being held for consideration by th!!
faculty.
Article II on student rights guarantees full and equal right on campus to everyone without regard for
race, religion, sex, or political be·
liefs. It prohibits segregation and
intolerance in public places and
clarifies boycott action procedures.
It guarantees freedom of expression, assembly, and the right of
student appeal against the rulings
and legislation of student government.
University student government
is contained in three main branches:
the Student council, the Student
senate and the Judiciary committee.
The council is composed of nine
voting members elected by the students each spring. The president of
the student body serves as chairman.
· The Student senate consists of
the president of the associated students, the student body treasurer,
three elected officers of each class,
one representative from each col- ·
lege, one representative from each

~

~~

I

20

NM Artists Display Works

Jon~on

The
Ga!I'!ry on the UNM
campus Will exhibit the works of
20 state artists to commemorate
National Art Week :Nov. l to 7.·
Prof. Raymond Jonson announced
that the show would open Wednes~
day night with a .reception from 8
to 10. Throughout :National Art
Week the Gallery will be open afternoon$ from 3 to 6, he said.
The exhibit will include paintings
social and campus organization having a constitution approved by the
Student council and ·personnel
deans, and one representative from
each Associated Students publication.
The Judiciary committee has seven members, ~s follows: the two
personnel deans and one faculty
member, four senior students elected by Mortar Board, Khatali, Stu-.
dent council, and the Student senate.
·

of various kinds, and '!Xamples of
sculpture al)d constructions. .
Santa Fe artists who will exhibit
are John Skolle, Hilaire Hiler,
Virge Young, Richard Thomas, and
Agnes Sims.
.
.
George Blais, Charles Dawson
and Frederick O'Hara, all residents
of Albuquerque, will exhibit, too,
Taos' repl'esentative is Emil Bisttram.
·
U:NM faculty members included
in the show are Kenneth Adams,
Ralph Douglass, Lez Haas, Henrique Montenegro, Raymond Jonson, John Poore, John Tatschlt...Edwin Todd, Walter Hook, and .l10Ward Schleeter.
For the remainder of :November,
the Jonson Gallery will be open the
regular three days weekly, Mr. Jonson said.
John "Puffy" Leonard and Bill
Weger are the only 2etiiors on the
U:NM basketball team this year.

Law School Alums

.Organize Chapter ·
The high light of homecoming
at the Law School will be the formal organization of the Law Alum•
l)i Association. Tomorrow morning
at 11 all charter members will

~~

?&i

~

,

get together for ·the meeting and
luncheon. Since qqite a few of last
year's twenty-seven graduates have
started practice in Albuquerque,
Dean A. L. Gausewitz expects a
sizeable number to attend the meeting,
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Wing Tips being worn
this season were placed sole-

•

certainly be the largest wing
span in America! Floreheim
wlng tips are first choice ofthe
nation's finest shoes.

307 West Central
Albuquerque

•

~·

ASSEMBLY LINE

If all the Florsheim

•

!.

Phone 3-2266

Downtown -.214 W. Central

•

Paris Shoe Store

I

Peoples House of Flowers

•

E:

I

when Ws from

•

edge to sole.cdge, it would

;

COST LESS and
LOOK PRETTIER

Sm:art girls assemble an ensemble that's a whole wardrobe in itself. Choose a coat,
a weskit, a jersey blouse, two
skirts-slacks and jacket. See '
how many wonderful outfits
you can make-see how easy
it is to look smart on your limited budget. Come in soon and
shop the "separates" way. Our
shelves are laden with mixable
matchmates -hot off the assembly line.

continent!

I

. '..
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Page Eleven

Wings
span the

.

YOUR CORSAGE WILL

:t::

~

l

At Jonson Gallery ••.

Florsheim

~

~

'

j

"Where Albuquerque Shops With Confidence"
Store Hours: 9 :00 a. m., to 5:30 p. m.

t

f" . .

Groc/ uafe ·Students
Increase .In Number

Engineers Gain 576·
Annual Enrollment, Despit.e Screening
Block of Buildings ·

WELCOME
GRADS

.H0MEC0M· ERS
HOWDY
•

·- .

Furniture · Floor Coverings ·
Appliances · Draperies
.

1. T. Shirley Co.

'

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Phone 5~ 1659
BILL GUINEY, QB

3513 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE

WILCO~,.

JIM

End

·• Use Our Convenient Lay Away
Plein for Christmas

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

LARRUP 'EM
FOR· EFFICIENT DEPENDABLE
SERVICE

SCHROEDER'S PHARMACY
RAY NEWMAN, End

RADIO
.

•

·

TELEVISION

3100 E. Central at Richmond
Dial 3-5551
Albuquerque, New Mexico

•

..

•·.'

''

REFRIGERATORS
ROASTERS

•
TOASTERS
•

THE 1950 .FOOTBALL COACHING STAFF at
they are Robert A. Titchenal, backfield coach, Reave~
De Groot, head football coach, and George Petrol,.
who has been associated with UNM athletics for'
this season, Coach Baysinger coming here from
enal from West Virginia.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
'GENERAL CONTRACTORS
TELEPHONE 5-0170
rJ

Men's Dorm Prepares
For H~C Entertainment

GENE BROCK, RH

WE'RE STILL
HERE

The new men's donn h11s been
active the past week in prepamtion
:for Homecoming. Several committees h11ve been formed with Ben
,ll'egan in ch11rge of entertainment,
R11lph Isaacs in ch11rge of house
decorations, and Bill McCullum in
charge of the float committee. The
entire prep11rations are under Jack
Ogden.
Frid11y, the Alumni will register
at the new dorm in the annul\!
registration of homecomers.

VISITORS
WELCOME!

Students

WILLIAM HOWDEN, OWNER

SERVICE ST~ATION

DIAL 5-2191

I

Harvard and Central

'I
il

:BUCKY BRANDENBURG, LH

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CHISHOLM'S
2300 E. Central

Phone 2-2595

on Central across from Men's Dorm

JEWEL BOX

Double exposure prevention,
brilliant big viewfinder, syn•
chronized II a a h bulll·in.
Case and flash unit extra.

Gold-tooled simulated Ieath·
er jew~l case, richly lined:
Inner lilt-out tray lor travel·
lnq.

SOcWeelcly

SOc Weekly

'1489

$4,95

I

i.

.

I

Dependable lS·jewel man's Bulova,
17·jewel lady's Smart rolled· gold
plated cases. Man's has expanalon
band: lady's •snake band.
YourCholce
75cWeekly

$3375

NO MONEY DOWN
A YEAR TO PAY

I

I Plea•• send me the following ....... • •••••
II ..... ··········••········•··················
I If~• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

# ;

1 JLddrtaa •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I atr •• •••••• •• ••• ·• .•••.•.. State ........... .
I
Calh c , Charge ( ) C.O.D. ( )
.

New ClllCOIIDII p i - •nd nf&renc...

~-------~----~---

l

"r:·

All Prices Include Federal Tax!

I

'
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BULOVA WATCHES

Old Grads - Faculty

We are always happy to serve you the best
in breakf~sts, lunches, and our own
Ice Cream

3500 E. Central Ave.

I

Prtrtd from $-"i.SO 11p

NOB HILL BHSINESS CENTER
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center Diamond
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ARGOFLEX "75"

EVER READY GARAGE

HOWDEN STATIONERY CO.

~,.

i

'375'

'75

I 14 South Amherst
Albuquerque, N. M.

'

'150

:Priscilla

•

GRIFFITH-STYRON CO.

.I

ti•/JU t;G,;-. .

PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS

HEllO TO
U·N M FANS

ships, with annu11l awllrds of $800. tific La'boratol'Y announced a. plan
Friday, Nov11~ber 3, leJO
Fifteen tqition schol11rships have for co-operation with graduate
P11ge Thirlf1en
been set up for first-year students. schools in research training for
A limited number of new fellow- qualified students, approved by the
&hip$, with awards of $750, are laboratory, to carry on dissertation the 1 departments of physics and
available for speqially qualified can- research at Los Alamos, Realizing chemistry to set up programs of ·
the possibilities offered by the plan, f:n·aduate study leading to the .Ph.D.
didates for :Ph~D. degrees.
. Thirty yea1·s aft<;lr thll founding·
In 1946 the Los Alamos Scien- the Gr11duate committee authodzed degree.
of UNM, the Graduate school was
FrQ:m nine lltudents to 585 in 43 org~ni~!,!d. In 1919, candidates for
years-.-that's the story behind the · degrees ?f master of arts a~d masdevelopment of the college of engi- ter of sc1ence were accepted m some
neering at UNM
' fields.
··
.
Since then, the Graduate school
:Froll} ~ one-story, poor!y-eqUip- hall become· recognized as a leader
ped b)lll~mg t<! almost a CJtY; bloc)c in· many fields of graduate study.
of ~mldmgs w1th t~e latest m sc1- TodaY graduate wor;k for master's
ent1fic rese~~orch eqUipment; from a degree is otl'er'ed in .28 areas of
on!l-fl!,c\llty qepartment offerini!' study.
onlY.!\ two year preparatory en~!- · In 1938 the University announced
neermg course to a 36-f~culty, SIX· a Pl'Og!•am by which qualified candidepartU1~nt col~ege <;~ffermg ~~)-aster
dates for the degree of doctor of
degrees m engmeenng-that s an- philosophy would be accepted. At
other chapter of the sam~ story.
present, work leading to a doctor's
· Engineering began at UNM in degree is offered in· eight fields:
~906 when the electrical engjneerAmeric,:oui civilization, antbropolmg department was establmhed, Qgy, b1ology, chemistry, English,
Since then departments of mechan- history, physics, and Spanish.
ical, civi.l, chemical, architectural,
A milestone in the growth of the
and industrial arts engineering Graduate school was passed in 1947
have been added.
when Marie Pope Wallis and Hector
The original department began H. Lee were awarded Doctor of Phiwith one faculty member 11nd five losophy degt•ees for advanced work
preparatocy students. Today E.E. in Hi,SJ!~b.ic ,literature. and Ameri.~ow! • ,, • while stocks ar4' complete
has a faculty of eight professors can C!VlhzatiOn respectively.
while you have ample time for decisions see
and one graduate assistant with a
Mrs. Wallis recently returned
Zale's large gift selection. 811y for your entotal enrollment of 115 above sopho- from South America where she did
. research ~n Latin American poetry.
more level,
.
tire list in one pleasant $tOp ••• and each
The departments of civil and me- Dr. Lee IS currently Dean of the
gift
will be beautifully wrapped at no extra
chanica! engineering, established in Co~lege of Arts and Sciertces at
charge. Come in today!
·
1907, have developed into two of the Ch1co State college, Chico, Calif.
largest departments in the college. , Since 1.946 there has been a sharp
Prof. Albert D. Ford, head of M E
mcrease m graduate enrollment deLAY-AWAY PLAN
recalls that when he came to the spite the policy of seler.tive admisUniversity in 1938 there were two s10ns adopted'that year. This semesUse Zale's Lay-Away Plan • , • de·
full-time instructors and a graduat- ter there are 692 students enro)led.
ing class of two in the department.
. Recognizing the. obligation to pro-·
signed for your shopping conveToday there is a faculty of nine and y1~e financ1al assistance for promnience. A small down payment
two gradu!!,te 1\Ssistants with a sen- 1smg: students,,the Gmduate ~;chool
holds your gifts until Christmas.
ior .graduating class of 42.
~~~s m the last two years enlarg-ed
The three later departments in 1ts pro~rl\m of student 11id. Old
Pay the balance during 1951.
the college of engineering are chem- fellowship grants have bee11- reical, architectural, 11nd industrial pl11ced by more gradu11te assistantNo /nteresr
arts .engineering with industrial
arts being the baby.
No Carrying Charge
The emphasis i~;~ on both practical
11nd theoretical training in industri,adl ;tort;;, rrof. Arthur P. B11iley
Sl\1 ,
An outst11nding feature of the
four-year old chemical engineering
department, Dr. R. L. Ferro st11tes 1
is its senior research program •
Students have practic11l experience in inclustrinl research tech11-DIAMOND SET
niques before they gl'l\duate, Dr.
Lovely bridal pair of intricately
Ferro continued, and they have th11t
carved 14K gold mountingswith
advantage when seeking and hold11 perlecUy matched diamonds.
ing a job.
Dr. Ferm commented that per3.00 Weekly
haps the project would give the students an idea for work 11fter grl\duation. He gave an example of two
Interlocking
8 DIAMONDS
' graduates who established an oil
re-refining plant,
Engagement and
Lustrous 14K gold
Rese11rch in the chemic11l laboraWedding
Rings
tories are carried on on three levels
mountings of fishtail
-undergraduate, gr11duate 11nd fi\C•
design with 8 radiant
ulty. Members of the f11culty are
now conducting work on the effect
HER RINGS ean•t shift on
dlamonds.
of heat and pressure on chemical
her ~nger when she wears
reactions.
00
o Priscilla Wedding Set
Pay' Weekly
The department h11s three faculty
with the new Priscilla
members and a class of 48 above
freshman level.
.
interlocking feature. The
Teaching all freshman· dr11wing
little lock-pin in the
11nd design cl11sses is one of the jobs
wedding
bond Als into
of the architectural engineering dea slot in the engage32° MASONIC
partment, Prof. John J. Heimerick,
12 DIAMONDS
Diamond. set 32" Masonic
he11d of the department, said,
ment ring, does not
Ezqulsitely fashioned wed·
M11jors in this field are prepared
ring of rich carving in 14K
ding set of 14K gold with
show, keeps
for work in the structuml and megold.
12
brilliant
diamonds.
rings Armly
chanical ph11ses of 1\rchitecture as
together.
well as the design of private and
2.00 Weelcly
1.50 Weelcly
public buildings.
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ERNEST BOREL

Whatever the weather •••
you'll be snug and comfortable ia this
smart quarter-brogue •••

University Chorus l:o Present

sturdy storm-welted soles

Bach 8-Minor Mass Nov. 19

and supple Scotch
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Dorm Men Again Vote

~..

-

At Kirtland AF Base

•

The League of Young Democrats
said today they wish to remind all
.student voters who formerly lived
at Kirtland Field and. haven't
changed their precinct that they
must vote at the Kirtland Field box.
J:f they don't have rides to the polls,
they can get free transportation by
calling 5-6613 or 5-6663 on election
day.
Monday at 4 p. m. the Young
Democrats will hive their final px~
election meeting. At this meeting
the club members and workers will
get their assignments for election
day, All interested students are invited to attend the meeting, Chairman Tom Montgomery announced.

HI

75 letters Unclaimed

(9~

--

At the pre11ent time, there are
approximately 75 unclaimed letters
in the campus post office. If they
are not cl!umed within 10 days the
letters will be sent to the dead letter office.

WELCOME

:11115---

FLOWERS
GIFTS
HALLMARK CARDS
MONOGRAMMING

ALUMS

For Qualify Men's Wear

e~ p

eftkiu.S ,

AL UMS!

UNM's Colleg!l of Education has
become the seeond largest on this
camp-qs. With incr!)asing interest in
the teacher situation in New Mexico
and I!Urrounding· areas, and th!l
growing· need for good teachers, the
College of Education is planning
for a bigger f\lture.
Dr. S. P. Nanninga, dean of the
College of Education, has indicated
it takes three things to make a good
teacher:
.
First, a broad general education;
second, mastery of the subject or
group· of subjects the prospective
teacher intends to teach; and third,
the \)rofessional education designed
to g1ve knowledge of the pupil, his
problems, and the constantly chang"
ing meanings in the subject to be
taught. To provide that background
is the aim and purpose of the University College of Education.
The Board of Regents, on the
recommendation of the faculty, es•
tablished the College 'of Education
on March 12, 1928, Before the establishment o:f the college, the opportunities for teacher training at
the University of New Mexico were
otfered by the normal or teacher
training depart111ent that was
opened in 1892 and .later changed
to the School of Education in 1906.
The School of Education was continued as such until 1917, when it
was ~:ombined with the College of
Arts, Philosophy, and Sciences.
The College of Education is one
of the largest departments that offers a master's degree,' It is planning to otfer a doctorate degree in
education soon. At P-resent, the college offers a masters and bachelor's
degree in arts or sciences.
Altogether, there are about 715.
students enrolled in the UNM College of Education. It now has the
largest number of elementary candidates for teachers ever enrolled
here.
At UNM, there are three times as
many candidates' for the fields of
English, history, and social studies
as needed, but there is a sho,rtage
of home economics, industrial arts,
and commercial teachers in New
Mexico's high schools. It is the College of Education's job to supply
New Mexico with more competent
teachers to fill these shortages"
The University College of ,Education sets itself to train interested
and adaptable students to be com' petent elementary teachers. ,._, . ~ .·
. They present a curriculum for
secondary school teachers that will
provide them with the broad, general background necessary to cope
with the diverse problems that a:Hse
in modem high schools. • .
.
· The college otfers st~dtes m such
fields as home econom1cs, commercial education, art education, industrial arts education, physical education, and a new field in distributive education. This new course, a
result of the George Deem Bill that
appropriated $12,000,000 for scho!>l
a1d. is supplemented by federal a1d
and is designed to prepare teachers
for high schools to teach people who
want to go into the distributive
fields of business. These include instructions for students who will be
the future shop keepers, small businessmen, salesmen, agriculturists,
etc.The College of EaucatJon
~
. .IS loo
k
ing forward to the future and to
the task of developing students into
teachers who can build pupils into
good citizens and who can better
themselves vocationally in 'the field
of service in education.

Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
We have them
, And Orchids too!

3-0452

··Delivery and Telegraph Service

:BENDIX AUTOMATIC
SELF SERVICE "
40 Minute Laundry
Open on Tue. & Fri.
Nights until 9 :00

LAUNDRO-LUX
2802 East Central
Across from Golf Courstt
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Thunderbird Receives ~Unsigned Story.

WOLF ACtS
'

,,
An unidentified manuscript was which the manuscript was submitby
left in The Thunderbird office to- ted. Tentative deadline for contrib·
Connie Alexander
day, according to Bob Riddle, asso- ution!l· to the December issue is
ciate editor. The title of the story Nov.lO.
is "Were You There," or 1'In Charge
Position: Guard
of Coffin Production.''
Weight: 186
'The story is about the death of a
Name: Dick Brett
German Jew before. a firing squad
·
Height:
6'
·
and the etfect of the Jew's death on
Hometown:
·Fort
Wayne, Indiana
the narrator, who was instrumental
RElMARKS:
Shifted
this week
:pue to the restrictions put on
in convicting him.
from halfback to guard, Dick· is
·construction
by
the
war,
the
BuildThe author of the stol'Y is reCo111mittee of the University is expected to bolster the Lobo forquested to come to the office of The ing
dubious
as to the buildings which ward wall. The 19-year-old soph
Thunderbird or mail his address will ·be added
the ·campus, The from the Hoosier country has tum-·
and phone number to 207 Journal- possibility 6£ a to
new
SUB, 'city audi~ ed in some· good pe]:formances for
-.
ism building.
and a new golf course club 'DsGroot's group· this year. Last
All manuscripts must bear the torium,
Year, Brett :was on Willis Hames'
house
are
. being set in the future.
name and address of the author
''greenie" team, after playing·four
The
Committee
plans
to
issue
· when submit~d. Riddle said anum- bonds around the first of the year in years of high school ;football.
ber of short stories had been re- order to construct a biology buildDie\{, a p 0 werfull:y- built ~ellf!W,
ceived, but little poetry is being ing,
runs ·with a lot of dr1ve. He ts smchemistry;
physics
and
law
submitted.
A new women's dorm is gle, enrolled in the Colleg~ of EdAll manuscripts are getting per- buildings.
even
being
proposed which will con- ucation, and is considenng the
sonal attention, regardless of
solidate
all
11resent dorma, Navy as a career. He was also a
whether or not they will be used and tum theofoldthe
bu!ldings into of· standout on the fre11hman basket·in the future issues of the campus
ball squad last season. · ·
ti,ces
and
seminar
rooms.
literary magazine.
Authors may pick up their manu- · .The location of the proposed
are the auditorium at the Tri Oelts ,to Open House
scripts with comments attached aft- buildings
junction
of
Los Lomas·and Central,
er the publi.cation of the"issue for
Delta Delta Delta will have an
the biology building at a aite southThe College of Pharmacy, the
west of· the gYJI,!.. the physics build- open house after the game tomoring north of l..iampus. Blvd., and row. It will last until 5 p. m. The
third youngest college at UNM, was Biddies, Anne McGurk
address i~ 1825 Sigma Chi Rd.
south .of Varsity ~illage.
established in 1945 with all fresh.Arrive
for
Homecoming
men students and courses. The temporary headquarters for the new
Nancy and Scott Biddle and Anne
college were the Science Lecture McGurk, all former students of
hall and the biology ~nd chemistry, UNM, are in town ;for Homecoming,
Nancy and Anne are Tri Delts
labs.
and Scott is a Kappa Sig. The BidDean Roy A. Bowers and Dr. dies drove from California and arRaymond N. Castle were the first rived this afternoon.
professors.
In September of 1948 the college
moved into its new building on Quivira avenue.
Two classes were graduated in
1949 and 1950. All graduates have
been placed, mostly in New Mexico.
with Hot, Homemade, Buttered Rollsi
The College of Pharmacy is a
class A institution and is fully acGolden Brown l=rench Fries and Honey
credited.
This semester about 130 students
For
are enrolled in the college, which
has a statf of five instructors (four
Only
nave Ph.D.'s and one has a Master's degree).
0
No graduate work is otfered at
the present time in the college, but
Delivered to you in 20 minutes
a tie-up with the biology and chemistry departments allows· graduates
to work under the direction of pharf•-'"
{-• ,,,.!.e,
macy professors. '
Our
Delicatessen
A School of Pharmacy was estabOPEN BOWLING
lished at UNM in 1894, but it funcSATURDAY &
Opens Soon
tioned for only two years. Three
SUNDAY
students were •granted degrees at
that time.

Bonds to Be Issued
For Four U Edifices

Pharmacy. School
Boasts 130 Students

t

not t but 2
FRIED· CHICKEN
1

2

..

$1.37

••~

Judges Are Named;
Will Pick Winners,
•

The chartered airline trip to the
UNM-Army football game Nov. 11
has been cancelled, Dick Spindler,
student organizer of the, plan, B!l·
nounced toi:lay. Lack of mterest ~n .
the game by students was the mam
reason for the cancellation, according to Spindler.

GLAD TO SEE
YOU BACK

Friday, November 3, 1950
Page Fifteen
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·Army Trip Is Cancelled

Solve Your Laundry
and Dry Cleaning
Problems Here

SPORTSWEAR
ACCESSORIES
ADAM HATS
Central at Fifth

JREEMAN SlttM

TBS J"OO'f'WaA& t r IVGGallrl&. • • •

ER1f£ST flOiEl.. watda llut WUtOS
JJSa.f. for It ofl'm a JH'etillle Df
CAAEFREE 1CC11r1C1 lliat MRY
JWI ri'l c&emfr.. faitilfi:J serrice
is flrttler ~ bJ' H liJf1Pt
WATER· RESISTAliT case wbidt
. . ffle SHOCif.PROJECTED 17
Jfte!J~~C~Wellltfltclmlllld IIIOistlrrr
ftte. 1104dilfuslralld: $59.50 F.T.L

Mr. SP.J-.omfe:d sai<i J::e 1:= set
tP;e tr.r.r..e c:n a s~r..dey ~;Ven1ng wbm
J3g..;?.t enwd,.u<-.z w~nH. crrur.zri!y
l';e free to a!f.erd. He !r:2rli:er stated:
tat tr.e n:-...t'.e deJ;a:rimer.t jz pr~
'M!r.tir.:g tr.e ear.aert as a ~Ue
terViee with 110 charge far admis--

Rullled ·Feathers •••

I

m-..~ ~

;~_tt.,. a::dl.:~ed·-

College· of Education
. ·.Enrollment Expands, .

Judges to give trophies for the
winning house decorations and
floats have been named. House decorations will be judged by Dr. Howard J" Dittmer, Dr. Howard J. McMurray, Miss Jane Kluckho)m, Mrs.
Ed Hobbs, and Mr. Charles Renfro.
Float entries will be judged by:
Dr. Miguel Jorrin, Dr. J, C. Russell,
Miss Elsie Hoffman, Miss Ann Komadina, and Mr. Howard Br~tton.
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CHICKEN HUTCH
Phone 6335

1834 Camp~.s. Blvd.

• Modem Alleys

e Air Conditioned
e Snack Bar
e Open 11 A. M.
CHAPLIN
ALLEY

1

411 N. 2nd

Welcome Alumni

I

I

WHERE FRIENDLINESS. AND SCIENCE
GO HAND -IN· HAND

CLARE

There is nothing quite like the American pharmacy
anywhere else in the world.
It's the unofficial meeting place of the community-a convenient store with a cheerful atmosphere and a wide variety of specialized merchan•
dise. And, above all, it's a place where a man of
science--your· pharmacist-stands ready to help
you guard your health.
Your pharmacist has had a long professional
training. He has an encyclopedic knowledge. of
thousands of different drugs, and the technical
sl•ill to compound these drugs into the medicines
your doctor prescribes.
Get better acquainted with your pharmacist.
Trade with him-he's a man you can rely on.

IS· OPEN
with the Choicest
Corsages
Bouquets
and

\I

.'

--Reprinted from a copYJ.ighted advertisement published
by Parke, Davis & Company, Detroit 32, Michigan.

Special Orders
2310 E. Central
'
Call 3·4635
Free Delivery

~

,$A.S"S ER DRUG

~~wE SERVE THE HIL~~--"-·

'

"The right thought when you .. care
Is Flowers from Eu Clare"

212(fEast Central Ave.
". · -·"-Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 4447
14>

...

'.

"'

I; ...

Kit Garson Trophy.

•• • •

~o~os, Arizona to Compete for Rifle~
'· When the Lobos meet the Ari1:onll.
WUdcats tomorrow they will · be
competing tor Kit Car,son, an old
Springfield army rifle which has
been used as a trophy for the two
teams since l938. The rifle was se.
lected as a football trophy in that
yea# by J, F. :MeKa)e, director,· of
athletics at Arizona, and Roy Johnson, 'athletic director of New Mexico. ,
· The J,o!io~ took Kit Ca:rson home
the flf)§~ yea,r anq kept it Ulltil 1941
Whl'ln the Wildc:ats b:.:ought it back
tq McE:a,le's office in· "Bear Down"
gym, Beca.l!s~ ot the war, footb~ll
w~;~s. nqt :played between the Lobos
and t4e Wildcats in 1943, 1944 or
194&. ln :1.1146 the two teams played
to a 1i!-1a tie, and since the Lobos
Will!~ dllfeateq in 1941, 1948 and
1949, tb.e rifle is still hanging in

' .

~

Al'lZQI)II,;

The :rit!El was originally the propert\r !'If :r.;lcKa,le, who obtained it. in
a trade with an old Indian Who
thought the whit!! man's automatic

Long Smells Menu
Fro,m Room Clf Dorm
By George Taylor
George Long, UNM Jaw student,
lla~t a decided advantage over many
of the new men's dorm occupants.
It seems, the exhaust fan in the
dorm kitchen propels the various
odors via a vent which runs through
the inside of George's closet. A
.seepage of aromas , · , , er , , • uh
.•. odors enables him to prognosticate the menu on many occasionsthus spares him the laboriQus tas~
of descending flights of· step~;~ U the.
diet doesn't suit his epicure§n ill•
clinations.
Suggestion to all third floor gourmets: Get in touch with George before attempting the oft-times haz.ardous descent; it may say you futile steps. What's for dinner,
George?

Hospital Crowded. Huh?
Postm'aster in Mom Ward
· Is the Presbyterian Hospital in
Albuquerque over-crowded? Or has
a gross injustice been committed?
Or ••• 'l
Valton P. Beall, supervisor of the
campus post office, is the victim. He
is now confined in the Presbyterian
Hospital .•. in the maternity ward!

)

SOX Initiates 14 New Members

wea,;pon was moJ:I) effective. l\l:cKale..
state~ tha,t a bit ot f1,1ncy shooting
was required to convince the .Indian
that he was getting a barg~in.
·
The winning team each year has
its school name and the year of
ownership burned on the stock, 'rhe
only period during the year in
wl!,ich the rifle i~; a' free agent is
during the actual game time. At
the close of lihe contest, Kit Carson
is presl)nteq to the varsity che''er·.
lead!'lr Of t.he winning team.

3Departments Added
To Arts and Sciences
A department of jol!rnalism, a·
of speech, an4 a division of geograPhY arll new 11dditionlil
to th!l Collegll of Art$ ancl Scie.l\ces.
To give more attention to qualifi(;d students an expanding graduate
progfam is now in the process of
dt>velo,pment, Work for students
who are deficient in certain areas
has. also been given attention. · A
great many of the departments of
the College have been increasingly
active in the field of research. Some
have received large anlQunts of
money for the support of their research programs. As proof of the
ability of the faculty, a number of
calls have been made by national
and state agencies to have faculty
members serve as consultants on
programs•
The A & S College consists of
departments in anthropology, biologyl chemistry, economics, English,
moaern languages, geology, government, history, journalism, mathematics, philosophy, psychology, sociology, speech, and Inter-American
Affairs. There is also the possibility of taking home economics, art,
and education while remaining in
Art and Sciences.
In 1892, when UNM opened its
doors, it had what was ca11ed the
college department. The college department became known as the College .of L~terature and Arts in 1898.
Agam in 1910, the name was
changed and it was called the College of Letters and Arts. ln 1917 it
adopted the name of College of
Arts, Philosophy, and Sciences. The
college finally became known as the
College of Arts and Sciences in
1920. From this early beginning,
the college has risen to the highest
enrollment of any college on .campus.
depa~-tment

BOB WINSLOW

Football Coach
Univer~lty of Arizona

U of Arizona Alums
To 17ave Luncheon

Fourteen. new members we~·e initiated in Sill'mll Delta Chi, journalism fraternity, at , ceremonies
Wednesday night in the Journalism
building, · · ··
The fraternity, installed on the
campl!s last spring, now has a membership of 41. Keen Rafferty, Everton Conger, and Robert S. Gillespie, journalism professors at
UNM, 11re chapter advisers.
New undergraduate members are
Bud Babb, Jim Tucker, Jim DeVoss,
Georg() McFadden, John Hubbs,
George Taylor, Joe Aaron, Don H.
Peterson, and John Ermatinger.
Prof~ssional members inducted
at Wednesday's ceremonies were
Connie Alexander, G. Ward Fenley, Sam B. John~on, and John D.
McKee of Albuquerque, and Carter
M. Waid of Belen.
Officiating were Troy Kemper,

University of Arizona alumni will·
hold a buffet lunch in Albuquerque
Saturday noon in advance of the
Arizona-New Mexico football game.
The luncheon at Oklahoma Joe's,
1720 E. Central Ave., will start at
11:45 a.m. Arrangements in Albuquerque are being handled by Dick
Bacharach.
Fred Stofft of Tucson, president
qt the University Alumni Association, will be on hand along with
universit:y :representatives, J. F.
MclCale, athlet.ic. director; A. L.
Sloo~:u*er, dean of men, and Lee
Lo.wery, Alumni secretary.

Friday, November 3, 1950
f~g~~ Sixteen

,

320 North Third Street

TED SORENSEN, Center

.

So come on oV~Ji ~n4
enjoy some Real Cc:lfl'ee!
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ROGER COX, RH

Ke.eling -Hilton Agency

2308 E. ·Centr~tl Ave.

ELECTRIC AND GAS
RANGES

General Agents
Arizona- New Mexico- West Texas
Colorado

Southern States life
Insurance Company
•

•
.HOT WATER
HEATERS

20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Complete Beauty Service

.

Plenty of Parking Space

W A S H I N .G C L 0 T H E S
"
CAN BE FUN TOO!

1810 E. Central Ave.

•

SOUND INSTALLATION AND RENTALS

"

GRAND

LAUNDERET

1416 EAST GRAND

-

Pij:ON:J!l 2·2340

21 NEW BENDIX AUTOMATIC WASHERS '
EXTRACTOR AND DRYING SERVICE
PLENTY OF HOT, SOFT WATER

OUR AIM IS TO PLEASE
Qp~:n Dliilf from 7-6
Tues. and Fri. tiU 8:00
Just Two Blocks from the U •

?iY..~~~-i~r, of New Mexico. From left to right

Baysinger, line coach, Dr. Dudley S.
With the exception of Coach Petrol,
years, all of the coaches are new to UNM
University and Coach De Groot an!~ Titch-

All HOME
,APPLIANCES

SWIFT•s ICE CREAM
•

BOB'S

GREETINGS TO
LOBO FANS
We Appre.ciate Your Patronage
I•

I'

Oldsmobile
General Tires

CadiJlac
MILTON PRICE, FB

,,:I'I
I,

!!
li

Complete Dinners
for

ii

I

!f
I
!I

69c and 79c
Served from
11 a. m. to 9 p. m.
MEET ME AT THE LOBO
'

lobo Orive. ln

I

,I

~9(0 ;E. Centr"'J

•

Phone 3-5686

A delicious treat
A Hamburger feat'

DIXIE GENUINE

. PIT

IIRR·B•QUE

ff¢(/355
JOE VAtDEZ
Try Our ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

DRIVE-IN
3723 E. Central
7'624 E. Central

RICHARDSON•s
ROOTBEER
A TASTE-TEMPTING SIGfH'I,
A. ;BEVERAGE :QF,l,LIG~T

Ser1•ed with Meat Sauce,
Parmesian Cheese.and Garlic Bread-----------

Delicious GROUND BEEF SANDWICH
on a Toasted Bun. Served in a Basket with Lettuc.e,. Tomato, Pickle$ a11d Golden Brown Shoe•
strmg Potatoes

75p
40 p
9'5p

.

Served with Shredded Lettuce, 75c.
With Two Ranch Eggs Fried in Butter -------·

- -- -

•co•''- -•••••-•~ - - •

~--.

+

Why buy a s~ack when you can buy
a hot meal for less at

When It Comes to Good Coffee
·:
and .Spudnuts See

.

----------------·-·h--------- ·

IJNCHILADAS

HAPPY
HOMECOMING

WELCOME
TO All

FREE DCLfVSRV

No Better Deal
Anywhere!

Fifth and Copper

AT

Superbur,gers

· ·.

I

!·

D

Come-an-Qet-;-it
OKLAI1

I

Phone: 5-3326

0

.

I

District Office, 103 South Amherst
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO

JOHN WA'fSON, FB

Chevrolet

'

II

HI'YA LOBOS

right after the game ......

Permanent Waving·
A Specialty

Dial 2-9172

li

EXCELLENT FOOD AT All
TIMES

:will have the coffee brewing-for you

BEAUTY SHOP

1421 E. Central Ave.

l:

1415 E. Cen·tral

Albuquerque

l. BLACK

SENTER RADIO and ELECTRIC CO.

II

Everything is prepared to pl·ease you

INC.

Slenderizing System
in our
Spot Reducing Dept.

SERVICE

li'
)i

·DAVIS GRILL

SOUTHWEST FINANCE

•

RADIO REPAIR

f

li

Especially when you do it at the

HELLO
GRADS
..

,;

II

PHONE 8803
:PA V'S SJIIRT SHQP
24 Years' Experience
'''I.'ailor .\\lade Shirl$r'
1220 E, Centr~l

HOWDY
LOBO FANS

,,
'
it

·ALLEN'S COFFEE POT

·Record Dance Is Tonight
A record dance will be held in the
SUB immediately folloWing the
post-coronation pep rally and bonfire tonight.

SDX president: Bob Kunkel, vicepresil}ent; Bill Wade, aecretary, and
llal·old Smith, treas,l!.rer.
After initiation ceremonies, the
chapter had a banquet at Leonard's
on East Central. Guests at the ban.
quet were Bob Van Driel and Jack
Maim, fraternity members; Chuck
'William, Jack Samson, and No.rman
Thomas.

GREETING'S
·ALUMNI

,tI'

HOURS: Noon: 11:00 a~m. to 2:30p.m.
Even.: 5 :00 p. m. to 8 :30 p. ni.
220 WEST GOLD

GLENN CAMPBELL, RH

THE SPUDNUT SHOP
1624 East ·Central

·11!1

•

•

H.OMECOMERS
WElCOME
cJ

CAMPUS SCENES

GREETINGS
GRADS

• • •
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·
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F. D. F0GG&C0.
JEWELERS
"On the Sunshine Corner"
. . GRANT LOGAN, Guard

Central Avenue at Second
Albuquerque, N. M.
Dial 7334 or 6150

ROBERTSON.DRUG
HAROLD HALL, Tackle

1824 E. Central

•

H0 WDY

GREETINGS
AlUMNI

HOMECOMER

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOl SUPPlY
JIM BAKER, Guard

414-18 W. Copper

"Where the West
Eats the Best"
DICK BRETT, RH

Since 1918 --- I05 W. Central
•
I

"
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GREET IN·G S
LOBO FANS

Former Students

CHRISTY BUICK
MANNY OROSCO, FB
0

•

._.,.,.._,.,

to.

4th and Silver

LOBO FOOTBALL
FANS WELCOME

ODEN MOTOR INC.
f

MANNY MORALF.:S, QB

316 N. Fourth

HOWDY All
GOOD SPORTS

•

•

'

MARVIN MeSMITH, RH

Where Sportsmen Are
Served by Sportsmen
CIH1Cl{ HILL, LJI

103 S. Dartmouth

Dial 5-4621

Top Row: The photo on the left leads through a gate into the courtyard
of Dr. Miguel Jorrin's Inter-American Affairs Building. In the upper right,
the southwest door of the Ad building can be seen from across campus. The
big, beautiful men's new dormitory is shown in the lower right picture.
.
That's the main entrance you see.
Middle Row: Many man-hours per week are spent. in this building shown
on the right. Students tired of studying often sit in the sun taking time out
·ror a smol<e before returning to their books. On the left is shown the

stronghold of the English department, Hodgin Hall. It's still with us after
many years of service.
Bottom Row: On the left, Midshipman Calvin Rogers, Admiral V{. 1{.
Phillips, eighth Naval District commandant, and Captain A. N. Granum,
professor of naval science here, are shown inspecting men of the Air Force
~:ROTC unit during a review here last week. On the right, both naval and air
force groups are shown preparing for the review. (Winnie photos.)
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FUTURE of New Mexico
'

for~, DYNAMIC

.

.

'

VIGOROUS

.

.

.

·'

THE NEW MEXICO

'

DECENT GOVERNMENT
•

VOL. LIII.

UNIVERSITY of NEW MEXICO
YOUNG REPUBLICANS
ACCLAIM-------

,

FOR GOVERNOR
New Mexico can depend on Ed MECHEM
for intelligent, courageous handling of the
problems of our growing state. Ed MECHEM'S folks were pioneer New Mexicans.'
loved and respected in this state. His 'Uncle ·
was a GOVERNOR, his Father a MAYOR.
and DISTRICT JUDGE. Because Ed MECHEM feels that the WELFARE of New
Mexico and its people come first • • • he
has made no political commitments to anyh
groups, politicians or regions. New Mexico
can depend on ED MECHEM for DYNAMIC,
VIGOROUS, DECENT GOVERNMENT.
HIS RECORD: ATTORNEYt LEGISLATOR, FORMER .F.B.I. INVESTIGATOR, AND FATHER
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PAUl F. lARRAZOlO

!

FOR LT. GOVERNOR

..

He's a "chip off the old block," say those
that know Paul LARRAZOLO best ••• like
his father, the late 0. A. LARRAZOLO,
. GOVERNOR of New Mexico in 1919-20,
Paul is a staunch defender of the rights of
the "common man, .. the small people in New
Mexico. "Lately, political office has been
sought with the idea of private gain instead
of public service," says Paul. The welfare
of all in the state of New Mexico---not the
personal or political profit of a few . • •
that is the pledge Mechem and Larrazolo
and the Republican party in New Mexico
make.

MAKE A NOTE!

-------___;:___,.~--VOTE

NOV. 7

. ·.By Paul Shodal
From the familiar confines of
Zimmerman stadium to the cold,
gray plains of West Point is quite
a change. From the University of
Arizona Wildcats to the nation's
No. 2 team, the awesome cadets of
Army, is• just as big a change.
An attitude of "let's make a good
shawing against Arizona" to "let's
give 'em all we have, we have nothing to lose" falls in the same category of radical chlliige, In fact, the
only thing that is' expected .to be
the same is New ;Mexico's score. ,
. ltomecoming . ·and. the Arizona
Wildcats have gone, So has art illus•
trious tirst qua,rter of football in
which the New Mexico team held
Arizona scoreless before some 11,•
000 fans. This quarter was all that
was bright on an otherwise gloomy
afternoon in Loboland last Satur~
day, as New Mexico fell, 38-0.
.
Early in. the second quarter, Ed
Wolgast, Karl Eller and Ed Miller
took turns in . racking up three
straight first downs for Arizona.
The Lobos were losing 13-0 at half~
time.
·
New Mexico received the .second
half kickoff and immediately went
into. a passing attack that failed.
Arizona took over after Manny
Orosco's punt and went to work in
earnest with fullback Osca1· Ca1illo
leading the way to a touchdowll
from a yard away.
Milt Price was belabored with
tough luck again as he fumbled
while tryirig to. pass. Arizona recovered on the New Mexico 11 and
it took Jim Guendelsberger one
quick romp through the line to
make the score jump to 25-0. Gonzales made it 32-0 for the Wildcats, and Fred Hodges took an
Orosco punt for the last tally.
Both teams were not beyond
flinging a hammy fist or two. Clipping was present often; many times
getting by the eagle eyes of the
gentlemen wearing the striped
shirts.
With the win, Arizona is entitled
to keep the Kit Carson rifle, emblem of football supremacy between
the two schools, for another year.
New Mexico tried the single wing
formation along with their double
wing in an effort to throw sometbing new at the Arizonans. Their
total offense effort by ground was
limited to 52 yards.

NOTICE
'

Because of the eighth week examinations the Daily Lobo will
not•appear tomorrow and Thursday. Regular publication will re· .
sume Friday.

--Individual Mirage

photos will
be available for the last time tomorrow in the SUB cloakroom
from 9 until 4.

---

The pre-med club meeting
scheduled for tonight is post·
poned until next Tuesday.

Publications Board Meets
The student board of publications
will meet this afternoon at 4 in
room 212 of the Journalism building.

HIS RECORD: ATTORNEY, WAR VETER.A.Nt
STATESMAN
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President, Huffman,
Hall Convene in East
Homecoming Is Rated
Best in ·uNM History·
By University Head

Winner in the women's division
of Homecoming floats was the AI, pha Chi Omega entry (top v,icture),
"We're Expectin' Victory.' A big
stork and coeds dressed as angels
decorate the float. The bottom picture shows• the Pi Kappa Alpha
entry, which won fi~st in the men's

5.09 Stude·nts Get Port-T·1me Pos.lt.rons
Would you like to wash dishes,
make false teeth, or be a baby sitter
for a Great Dane?
Those are among jobs accepted
by University students to help
finance their college education, said
Russell K. Sigler, Placement bureau head, and Betty Braham, diI'ector of part-time work foJ; co-eds.
They reported that 207 students
were placed in jobs on the campus
while a total of 302 are w01·king at
various jobs in the city.
Of the total, 138 are working in
campus offices, 63 are employed in
the dining halls, and six are with
the buifdings and grounds department.
Sigler and Miss Braham declared
that the advantage of employing
University students is double-barreled. The employer can look over a
prospective employe who is .on parttime duty at a reasonable salary; a
student can sample different types
of jobs to see what he wants to
follow on a full-time basis.
According to employment records
at the University, students are 1mgaged in the following work; carpentry, radio and TV repair, laboratory technician, mechanical drawing, bookkeeping, sho1·thand and
typing, chemistry, legal and secretarial work, artistic designing,
printing press operation, sign let, tering, window display, and landscape gardening. .

•

'

Dr. George Arms and Prof. Joseph
M. Kuntz, staff members of the
English·department; are co-authors
of a new book, "Poetry Explication," to be released simultaneously
next week in the U. S. and Canada.
The book, essentially a checklist
of intl)rpretation since 1925 of
British · and . American poems,
acknowledges the assistance of T.
M. Pearce, Helen Hefting, Helen M.
Mclntyre, Ruth Russell, Willis D.
Jacobs, Deane Mowrer, Ernest W.
Baughman, Norton Crowell, and
Joaquin Ortega.
.

SADIE HAWKINS DAY
WHEREON a foot-race will be held, the unmarried gals to chase
the unmarried men and if they ketch them, the men by law must marry
the gals and no two ways about it, and
,
WHEREON all UNM Li'l Abners what is caught will have to
wear a tag Friday sayin' they is caught and them what ain't got 'tags
can still be caught fer to go to the Sadie Hawkins dance Friday night,
and this decree is
BY AUTHORITY of the law and the statute laid down by our
revered first Mayor of Dogpatch, Hekzebiah Hawkins, who had to
make it to get his own daughter Sadie off his hands, she being the
homeliest gal in all these hills and no two ways about that, either.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HAND AND SEAL.

Nine Sign for Air School
Nine UNM students were accepted Friday by the· Air Force for aviation cadet training in spring and
summer classes. They are James
Lewis, Earl Robbins, Jr., George
Niles, Robert Blair, Mahlon Elliott,
Frank Earl, Franklin Drucker, Kenneth King, and Harry Baldwin.

(Signed) Prometheus McGurgle
MAYOR OF DOGPATCH

John Futtet·knecht and Danny
Terry left Sunday for Miami Beach
to attend the national convention of
Si~a Delta Chr .journalistic fraternity. They Wl1I be gone about
10 days.
,

If you see coeds sprinting thither
and yon across the campus, don't
get the ide11 they're merely late for
class. Those gals are in training for
Friday's Sadie Hawkins day race.
Tickets for the dance Friday
night went on sale yesterday in the
13UB cloakroom. Price is $1.22 per'
couple. Music will be by Orlie Wagner's orchestra and the ballroom
will '!Je decorated :Oogpatch style.
Highlight of the annual observ-

English Staffers' Book
Will Be Out Next Week

Friday, November 10

Pick of the Season

SOX Members See Miami
buildings with the luminarios,
which al.'e one part papet• sack, one
part sand, and one part lighted
candle. (Winnie photo)

Dance Highlights
Sadie H. awkins Day

the hooks of the girls.
•
An added gimmick in this year's
celebration is the tagging of all
men who have been nabbed. Those
without tags will be considered as
bait for any female who has not yet
got her man.
Prizes will be awarded at the
dance for the best Dogpatch costumes.
·

KNOW ALL DOG PATCH MEN what ain't married 15y these presents, and specially Li'l Abner Yokum:
WHEREAS there be inside our town limits a passel o:I gals what
ain't married but craves something awful to be, and
WHEREAS these gals' pappies and mammies have been shouldering the bul.'den of their board and keep for more years than is tolerable,
and
WHEREAS there be in Dogpath plenty of young men what could
marry these gals but acts ornery and won't, ·and
WHEREAS we deems'matrimony's joys and being sure of eating
t•egular the birthright of our fair Dogpatch womanhood,
WE HEREBY PROCLAIMS AND DECREES, by right of the
power and majesty vested in us as Mayor of Dogpatch,
·

Veterans recalled to active duty
while they are receiving benefit
payments from Veterans Administration can save themselves and the
government a lot of trouble by notifying VA immediately of their recall, VA sai'a today.
These benefit payments include,
GI Bill or Public Law 16 subsistence
allowances and compensation for
service-connected disabilities,
The law does not permit a veteran
to receive such VA payments once
he goes bacl< into uniform, VA ex·
plained.
.

o

President Tom L. Popejoy, Berl
Huffman, UNM director of athletics,
and Bill Eall, managing director of
··the alumni association, will attend
the New Mexico-Army game Saturday at West Point.
.
President .Popejoy will leave
Thursday at 2 a. m. for Washington, D. C., where he will attend the
meetings of the National Association of State Universities and the
Association of Land Grant Coileges
and Universities. The meetings will
start Monday.
While in Washington, President
Popejoy will meet Huffman and
Hall to attend the football game
and two UNM alumni meetings.
Hall and Huffman left yesterday
to' attend five UNM alumni meetings in the East. The first meeting
was held last night at Kansas City.
The schedule of·remaining meetings
isChicago, tonight; Pittsburgh, tomorrow; Washington, Thursday,
and New York City, Friday.
Hall announced that they expect
to greet more than 1,000 UNM
graduates and former students on
their tour.

;h[~}~£~~~:g~~~~:~~~~~g~1~:: race
r:c~h~fin which
tie~~~l.:n;a'ho£~~-~~~~:~
the boys try to evade

PROCLAMATION

Disability Checks Stop"
When Vets R·e-Enlist~

'.:;',)>~p:> POLITICAL AD. GEORGE BUFFETT, PRES.----~-----""---+--------------------------------_ _ ___,___________.........____________ UNIVERSITY of NEW MEXICO YOUNG REPUBLICANS-_...___ _
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"The ai!tivities sponsored · by'
students and alumni last Friday
and Saturday were easily the !lest
of all the 25 Homecomings the
University has presented," President Tom L. Popejoy said yesterday.
President Popejoy had special
praise for the house decorations and
luminarios. "The parade," he said,
"had floats of the highest quality
since Homecoming began. The
crowd which viewed the parade was
p1·obably the largest in Albuquerque's history," he added.
Crowned last Friday night, Queen
Ann Jackson presided over a torchlight parade and bonfire pep rally
that night. She appeared again in
a convel.'tible with her attendants,
Rita Deanin and N11dyne Nave, in
division. A large package of cigar- Saturday morning's parade..
During the half-time .of the
ettes has "Lobo Strike" and "It's
a Touchdown" on the side, wit].t a UNM-University of Arizona· foothorseshoe overhead. A total of 34 ball · game that afternoon, the
floats competed in the biggest-of- queen and her court made a tour
all parades Saturday. (Winnie of the track in front of the stands.
A 38-0 gridiron defeat at the
photo·s)
hands of the Wildcats did not prevent high Homecomingc spirits at
La .Lorna dance ·which brought the
festiVities to an end. More than
2 500 d
d t th
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Lobos Claw.ed 38-0
.By Arizona U'Cats;
West Point Is Next

EDWIN l .. MECHEM

)

DAILY
.
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Kappa Kappa Gamma took
prize in the sorority house decOJ•ations with a huge . map of Nf!W
Mexico and "Welcome Alums; P1ck
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